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and Saturday fair and cooler.
Cold wave will not hit
this part of the state.
TONIGHT
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SEND A TRAIf

MEXICAN BANDITS

DINING

CRASHING INTO

expected as soon, as conferences de
velop the administration's course of
action. Repeal of the free passage
section will dispose of Great Britain's
protest that it la a violation of the
treaty.

CUM

TUNNEL; PASSENGERS IMPRISONED
-

Seven American Railroad Men Are Believed
16 Have Been Taken Captive

UO

GANG

CASTILLO'S

HELD RESPONSIBLE

General Villa, Angered at (he Depredation, Orders Constitutional-isCommander to Kill Any Men in the District Who Cannot
Account for Their Actions Deed Was Done in Reprisal
for Executions, It Is Believed

Juarez, Mex., Feb. 6. Seven American railroad men are believed to toe
prisoners, the great Cumbre railroad
tunnel through the continental divide is In ruins, and the Mexican
Northwestern passenger train which
left here Wednesday morning Is a
charred wreck at the mouth of the
tunnel as the result of the depredations of members of the Maximo Castillo gang of bandits.
This information, amplified by reports received last nigut from Chihuahua, was received here today at the
headduarters of the railroad. It corrects last night's statement that it
was the Drake tunnel, a smaller bore
south of Cumbre, that was destroyed.
The Cumbre tunnel is the largest on
the road, 3,700 feet long, and required IS months to complete.
The names of the prisoners reported
'
here are:
M. J. Gilmartin, superintendent of
the road.
H. Schofield, superintendent of terminals at Juarez.
Lee Williams, assistant manager cf
the passenger train.
J. E. Webster, conductor.
E. J. McCutcheon, engineer of the
passenger train.
II. F. Marders, express agent.
A seventh American is believed to
have been on this train, and Americans also were employed on the
freight train which was used to fire
the tunnel.
General Francisco Villa, commander
of the rebel forces, and now at Chihuahua, was enraged at the new, and
in a telegram which passed through
here today informed General Felipe
Gran-de- s
Macias, operating in the Casas
who
man
shoot
to
every
district,
could not satisfactorily account ior his
presence there.
The bandits are believed to be operating in two forces of about 30 men
each, as Cumbre is a hard day's ride
from El Valle, near Casas Grandes,
where 22 of the robbers were captured and shot last Tuesday.
The other detachment, ibelieved to
be under Castillo himself; did the
woris proibably In revenge for the fate
of his men at El Valle. He captured
a train of stock cars Wednesday and
ran it into the tunel where It was
set on fire. The tunnel was a blazing
mass that evening when the passenger train from Juarez was captured
and sent headlong into the roaring furnace, which was belching flame and
smoke from its mouth.
Castillo then burned two neighboring
bridges, one of them constructed of
6teel, and ran two locomotives over
the embankment into the deep can'
yon below.

t

supplied with arms from the United
States the government at Washington
is bound to impose respect for the
lives and property of foreigners in
'
Mexico.

London Criticises Wilson
Loudon, Feb. 6 While, "respect for
high character and fine ideals," moves
the Globe to wish President Wilson
well out of his troubles in connection
with Mexico, Peru and Haiti, whose
"bloodstained administrations challenge the president's policy of
it considers his position
Impracticable. The newspaper continues:
"The expedient of sanctioning and
supporting of civil war in a neighboring state is a declaration of war in
a form which can hardly be reconciled with the comity of nations. The
danger of the situation from the point
of view of the United States is that
there is no retreat with honor from
the uncompromising, If impracticable,
position President Wilson has taken
up."
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IMPEACHMENT

WAS

,

Spain Condemns Policy
Madrid, Feb. 6. Provisional President Huertal today telegraphed to the
union here, replySpanish-Americaabout
ing to its request that he bring
to
order
in
Mexico
In
an armistice
arrange a compromise with the revolutionists, by the statement that he
la Increasing the federal army with
the object of pushing forward his
campaign against the rebels.
General Huerta at the same time
Invited the newspapers of Madrid to
eend correspondents to Mexico to
the situation.
The Spanish press commented freely on the Mexican situation today.
newspapers of
Several of
United Stages
the capital accused
government of "fomenting anarchy."
El Mario TJniversal, the organ of
Count Ramanones, a former premier,
affirms that if the revolutionists are
n

te

THE PRICE PAID
IMSULZER
WAS
PROMISED
MUNITY IF HE WOULD STOP
INVESTIGATION

New York, Feb. 6. In compliance
with the request of William Sulzer
that he wished to elaborate his testimony of two weeks ago, District Attorney Charles S. Whitman was prepared today to place the former governor on the witness stand at the resumption of the John Doe inquiry.
Since his former appearance Mr".
Sulzer has put into Mr. Whitman's
hands a great many letters bearing on
the motives behind his Impeachment
and the manner in which it was
brought about. Sulzer has insisted
that he was led to understand from
the leaders of his party that there
would be no impeachment if he would
stop his investigations of graft in various state departments.
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TATES
COLORADO,MONTANA AND WYOM-INREPORT THERMOMETER
BELOW ZERO MARK
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CITY EDITION.

6, 1914.

Idaho, and all of Montana are in the
grip of the first severe weather of the
winter. Temperatures in Washington
east of the Cascades were reported
last night 5 to 10 degrees below zero,
with the prospect of a further drop,
while from northern
and eastern
Montana towns came reports at mid
night of temperatures 40 degrees be
low zero. Havre and Silver Lake
each reported 40 below.
The freeze was felt by the railroads
of Montana, transcontinental
trains
running from three to four, hours late.
zero
Northern Idaho experienced
weather for the first time this winter,
Genessee reporting 23 below zero last
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LAND WHEN

AND. PILLAGE MENACE

PROPERTY
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CAPE IIAITIEL'

Are Given Orders to Protect Foreigners
Lives and Possessions

night

In Spokane the mercury dropped- to
below at midnight, the lowest of the
winter. Trains from the east were POST Al) PBISCE
DECLARED TO BE IJI
reported from seven to eight hours
...YEARS
late.
In eastern Oregon, Baker reported
STORM CC
THIS WAY 10 above last night with prospects of United Stales Bluejackets May Be Called Upon to Eepel InvaJlr.
zero weather this morning. La Grande
Davilmar Theodore, Defeated by
Army of Revolutionists
reports
heavy snow and cold. In PortTRIBUTE
LAST
THE
SANTA FE RAILWAY WARNS EM
the Zamor Brothers After Declaring Himself President,
land the lowest temperature up to 1
Sioux City, Iowa, Feb. 6. With pracPLOYES to Look for sharp
m. was 32 above zero. Cattlemen
a.
Tries to Establish Government
tically every place of business in the
DROS TONIGHT
little loss, because the sudden
expect
tribas
an
a
closed
hour
last
for
city
freeze was preceded by only a light
ute, George D. Perkins, late editor and
snowfall.
Wasliington, Feb. 6. Rioting anJ
buwill
be
the
of
Journal,
publisher
pillaging broke out in Cape Haitient
ried this afternoon with simple cereSuperintendent F. L, Myers of
Chicagq Expects Blizzard
SWEDEN DESIRES AN yesterday to such an extent that Comthe Santa I m tins morning caused
monies.
mander Bostwick of the gunboat.
a bulletin Ut be sent to each Bta-Chicago, Feb. 6. Four days of in
Nafihville landed 80 men to protect
tion agent on the New Mexico
tense cold with snow were predicted
lives and property of foreign resiNAVY
him
oi
to
INCREASED.
be
division,
preSCHMIDT IS FOUND
acring
by the United States weather forecast
dents.
pared for a cold wave. The bul-er here today to follow a snowstorm
Commander Bostwick took action at
fr'letin, was based upon a dispatch
which broke here early today. The
the request of foreign consuls-- Instruc4
from
weather
at
TO
bureau
the
MARCHES
PARADE
MONSTER
storm
east
wave
was
and
GUILTY OF HORDE
moving
tions to his landing force were to proKING GU STAVE TO ASK
Washington, vln::h predicted a
southeast, according to the forecaster,
tect Americans and ail foreigners and
drop 6f 20 to ;;0 degrees in New
HIS ASSISTANCE
who said that the temperatures in the
their property. Davilmar Theodore,
Mexico
ditiins; the coming 21
southern lake region would hover in
FORMER PRIEST IS PLEASED AND
who proclaimed himself provisional
hours.
StrikFeb.
the vicinity of zero. Western Union
Stockholm, Sweden,
WILL NOT ALLOW COUNSEL
president before his defeat at Con-aiv!
! and Postal
telegraph officials reported ing success, both spectacular and maTO APPEAL
at the hands or the Zamor brothdemonstrmonster
bad wire conditions west and north terial, attended the
ers, is trying to set up a government
inDenver, l ,
itb a minimum west of Chicago.
the
of
in
favor
ations-today
New York, Feb. 6. Hans Schmidt,
temperature oi 73 degrees below zero
crease of Swedish armaments. The at Cape Haitien, where he retreated
who was found guilty of murder in
after battle. He has appointed a cabat 5 o'clock (i'8 morning and zero
30,000 participants were told by King
Cattle Suffer Near Greeley
the first degree for killing Anna
temperature- i.w ;ist for the coming
Gustave that the problem of Swedish inet, but, according to Commanaer
is seemingly content with the
Greeley, Colo., Feb. 6. iReports from defense must be settled without loss Bostwick's report, appears to be los
24 hours, Dfii
and adjacent terri--r
verdict and declines to permit his
ing control of his forces.
the first severe Fort Lup ton that the thermometer of time.
tory suffered i
counsel. to appeal. Next Wednesday cold wave of
Latest reports ftm Captain Rusion The lowest reached 28 j.dcgrees fbelow zero, indi
The army of patriotic petitioners
Schmidt will be sentenced to die in the
temperature w. i , i tt d from Deri- - eate a state record for this year's win which had waited on the outskirts of sell of the battleship South Carolina
electric chair.
ter. The minimum temperature for
at. Port. An Prince expressed apprever, with L
nd, '12 degrees
The verdict against Schmidt was below zero.
this county was reported to be ifl be the Swedish capital since yesterday hension for tha safety of the city.
was greeted with enthusiasm by the
rendered yesterday a little more than
However, he reports no organized efAmarillo, 1t.:v. reported zero. At low, and the average rr.nge between entire
two hours after the jury had retired.
population of Stockholm as it forts to
22
were
below.
Range cattle
'
expel the foreign naval forces
'lermometer re-- .,
Cheyenne, V
marched through the streets' to the
"
It seemed a great, relief to, the former
-- uiferJn
'imYovv '
the city;
..fcis "eartior
policing,'
with'
gistereiT'i
today,"
early
was
waitpalace where King Gustave
priest, who sat through the 12 days slowly rising temperatures forecast.
indicated
dissatisfaction
reports
ing to receive it. The procession was
of the trial as If in a daze and blankly
generally at the presence of
Other Wyoming points, Sheridan, Laraa
while
very pictnresnne one, composed of the sailors and. marines ashore. A
courtroom
walls
the
at
Blaring
mie and the Yellowstone park district,
small land owners and farmers from
his bent figure suddenly straightened,
INVITED,
committee of safety, headed by Amertemperatures ranging from
every part of the kingdom. All of ican residents at Port Au
a light came into his eyes and he reported
Prince, rep24 to 28 degrees below zero.
them were dressed in heavy attire and
smiled.
residents and princi
foreign
resenting
Miles City, Mont., suffered with 32
EXCHANGE
TO
VISIT
wore emblems representative of the
Schmidt seemed to have prepared
business men of the community,
degrees below and tne official minidistricts from which they came. Some pal
for the verdict. Since his arrest on mum
also
reported the landing of naval
for
for
Mont.,
registration
Havre,
700 or S00 miles
September 4, he has refused to be the last 12 hours, was 42 belcw zero. NEW YORK BROKERS APPEAR IN of them had traveled
forces and asked to have the rebel
in order to take part in the demonstra
shaved or have his hair cut.
army now advancing on port A
Little snow and wind accompanied
OPPOSITION TO THE OWEN
tion.
Prince
excluded until some form of
the severe cold, and cattle did not sufMEASURE
The peasants were warmly welcom
can be organized.
government
fer acutely.
ed by the king, who stood on the por
ILLS GIRL WHO STUCK
is expected to carry-ou- t
Russell
Captain
The cold wave was said to be pass6.
New
York
Feb.
Washington,
tico of the palace. Their petition stat
the
if
it becomes necesrequest
ing this territory to the area due east stock exchange officials and bankers ed that they were ready to make all
in
his
to protect life
sary
judgment
Kanof
commitsenate
the
A
before
Denver, including Nebraska,
HAT PIN
appearingIIIII WITH
the necessary sacrifice to defend their
sas, South Dakota, and Missouri, which, tee on, banking and currency today re- country and to assure Its independ and property in view of the threats
points it was forecast to reach today sumed their arguments against the ence, and demanded that the subject of rebel leaders.
MAN
IS ARRESTED ON MURDER and tonight by the local weather bu- Owen bill, proposing government reg- be taken in hand forthwith. The kmg
reau.
ulation of stock exchanges.
CHARGE IN A WYOMING
replied that he was in hearty accord
Man Nearly Freezes
J. B. Mabon, president of the ex- with the desires of the pilgrims and
VILLAUt
James Byers, aged 35, was found change, invited the committee to New shared their opinion that the problem
;4
Sunrise, Wyo., Feb. 6. Angelo Evan- - early today under a car In the railroad York to see its operations. Henry G. was one which must be settled with
gelo, wanted by the New York authori- yards unconscious and nearly frozen. Noble, a member of the exchange, de- out loss of time.
ties 'for his alleged slaying of Mary Applications to charitable organiza- fended speculative transactions on the
"I am determined not to yield. The
Ludwig, aged 17, after she had stab- tions on account of the cold weather day'si fluctuations in any jsecurity. fleet of Sweden must also be strength
COURT HOLDS THAT THERE !5S
bed him with a hat pin, was arrested were numerous. Railroad traffic was Short selling.he said, created a posi- ened."
NO EVIDENCE THAT HE
her today.j, It.was charged that Bvan- - delayed. Local utility companies re- tive market for stocks. Prohibitions
Each of the men who marched in ,v
KILLED IHIS WIFE
of the pending bill' as-trgelo! assaulted ,the girl, who repelled ported no interference with service.
lending of the procession was presented with a
securities by brokers' 'wttft whom they small
him with her unusual weapon. Evan- as
his
and
of
majesty,
portrait
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. (5.
X
are pledged by customers, would reWashington and Idaho Frigid
gelo, it was said, expressed a willingthe demonstrators left the precincts
6.
Eastern
Feb.
of wife murder against John
Wash.,
small
without
York
New
to
market
to
for the
strict "the free
return
ness
Spokane,
of the palace they were again loudly charge
II. Grondin, a chemist formerlly or
Washington, eastern Oregon, northern investors," he said.
extradition formalities.
cheered by the populace.
Waterville, Maine, was dimissed today
by Police Judge Joseph Chambers ot
the ground that the stats had not established a 'ease. Mrs. Zstis Crondir
EL PASO THE NEXT
was found dying October SO, last, in
her home with a tube dischuri'in-- gas
"I do not mind gorag to work; it
Now, according to himself, he is to
PLACE TO BE HEARD into a hat box which fUt-- ti over her
El Paso, Tex., Feb. G. His immense
head. After her 'death
exincome tied up by three years of rev- may be a good thing," hot said to his labor for bread and butter. He learnhis departure, and then ed much of farming and the breeding
friends
before
hibited
a
note
nor
with
famsigned
olutions-, Alberto Terrazas, of the
smiled at his own remarks, for ibis of horses and cattle on his own SECRETARIES McADOO AND HOUS
announcing her Intenlio.i to
ily whose name in Mexico is a syno-nlANGELES
LOS
with
TON LEAVE
money has been a ranches, and his friends say he will
prodigality
suicide so that be could im to ih
for great wealth, has been com- story, chapters of which have been be able to hold his own in wresting
FOR THAT CITY
woman he loved. The stale
written on two continents.
an income from the soil.
pelled to seek a means of livelihood.
this note was a forgery, hxtt It wa
Los Angeles, Feb. C. Fortified with hot
The Terrazas- fortune was founded
This Information, astounding in
brought in evidence.
by Don Luis Terrazas, now an octo- information as to the desires of the
Grondin's case atti ' 1
Mexico and along the Rio Grande borgenarian refugee in this city, in land Pacific coast territory regarding the because soon after bi'ii? an
der as similar newa affecting a Rockeand establishment of a regional reserve told a
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
grants- from President Juarez
"ghost" e tory f ;i
feller or Vanderbilt would be i.t the
President Diaz.' These holdings, im- bank as provided for m the new cur- by detectives to the np rNi t V i
mense as they were, have been aug- rency act, Secretary of the Treasury his wife died and the i
United States, became known today
tr
with his depature for Pasadena, Cal.
'
Washington, Feb. .6. Senate: Met mented constantly until now. As Wiliam G. McAdoo and Secretary of to be paraded
ii
Imi
train schedules are in Mexico it would Agriculture David F. Houston will a white robe treated n l l '
He was accompanied by his family, at noon.
but not the usual retinue of servants.:
Hearings on trust bills; before in- take a passenger train, making the leave for El Paso over the Southern scent varnish, as a ci
i ,
Near Pasadena Ten-anaexpects to terstate commerce committee.
usual stops, three days to travel the Pacific at 3 o'clock this afternoon. But degree"' treatment to
t ;
i t
Representatives- of the New York boundaries of this domain. It reaches a few hours were necessary to get
buy or lease a small farm --where he
can. malie- a modest living. He is one Stock Exchange were heard before from Juarez, 375 miles south to Jimi-ne- the views of bankers in pouihra Caliof those who sees no immediate pros- the banking committee on the Owen
and west to Casas Grandes. On it fornia, who were unauimousivr in far. r
are whole towns, many hamlets, mines vor of the mani institution hem b
pect of peace in his native land, and bill.
N
i '
1 i
A
i 'i
n
wtT
to
f
c
S
n
was
t
I,
bill
the
ited
All
law
l'
extend
this
i
the
farms.
until tranquility is restored the ina
and
fertile
Passed
ui
' ri e .
t
come of the vast Terrazas fortune, es- marking graves of confederate soldiers property of the senior Terrazas end ill 11:13 CHV.
I
!
i
i
f
v
t
' Hi'
timated at $35,000,000 to 10,000,000 in northern states.
his three sons Juan, now in the Cny
'
1
1'
i!
r
i t
of
Louis held at Chihi'ili i
in American gold, will be tied tip.
Bouse: Met at noon.
v'ri :iii r i r n o H
n
' . i i t
i
d private- bills.
'o
i o
Even in the event o peace it may be
as a
,
the, rebels and A'l
t '
j li
-until the r,(Hs declared the whole
OommPfe eommiuep lietir-lost, for the rebels have declared it
'
r
I
u i t I
confiscated.
on the administration trust bil's. estate confi seated.
HAVRE, MONT., REPORTS LOWEST
MARK REACHED IN SEVERAL
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PRESIDENT URGES REPEAL OF
FREE TOLLS CLAUSE OF
CANAL

COLD WAVE

TO DISARM STRIKERS

Colliers' W. Va., Feb. 6. Aroused
by complaints of citizens who fear
open warfare between striking miners
and contract men at the mines of the
West Virginia and Pittsburgh Coal
company here peace officers of Brooke
county today sought a plan by which
the men could be disarmed. The officers say that many men are armed
with high power rifles but as they
don't take them off the property they
have rented or owned, they cannot be
held by the; gun carrying law. The
strike has been on eince last Novem-- .
ber and a number of "battles" have
been fought between strikers and contract men.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

;S

Tell

LAW

Washington, Feb. 6. Repeal of the
toil exemption provision of the Panama canal law was before congress tomeasure,
day as an administration
backed by President Wilson. Although repeal of the section which
would givo free passage to American
coastwise ships tnrough the great
waterway involves a practical repudiation of one of tne planks of the
democratic platform adopted by the
Baltimore convention which nominated President Wilson, administration
leaders were sure of prompt action
in the house and began lining up their
forces in the senate, where the hardest fight will come. Some democrats
'there are avowedly in opposition to
the president's wish, and have announced their intention "of fighting
this .proposal.
A message
probably delivered In person" by the. president, is
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was only a small fraction of the wages
Oil! C luxuCUUVIM
the "mechanics" received iu their
demanded
I
across" with the money
HELD AT
of Lung TroaMe
this
sums varying with the supposed bomb planting operations. For
indications oi i"'"""h
to
the
$50
each,
from.
Anion
$25
memreceived
they
means of the victims they, or
Trouhle are a continued
Job Minn
the
how
on
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profitable
end
niRht
sweat. A chans-- of
be
would
f,
depending
families
their
bers of
often helps, but it seems that someof
the
leaders
the
for
had
courb
proved
He also conceived the idea of having
thing more is needed to stop the disand sweats and arrest the progress ofmany
for boys.
after
a rubber stamp made bearing the de- gang.
a complete line of K & E waists and
Alterative,
Eckman's
ease.
murder in which "Sehmit- - years of tine, Is known to te
Another
and
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crossbones,
skull
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to bringing about relief,
in
new Spring
We are showing
'V7
complete recoTerlea.
other rubber stamps by means of ty' confessed he was a participant casescaseschrtl City, Mo.
:this
the
gang,
of
I bad a terrible cough,
which he could send blackmailing let- was that of a member
Gentlemen:
these are sure to appeal to you.
line, and know
sweats and pleurisy
i""";
ters without running the risk of being Louis Luigiana, who was blackjacked. night
A man who heard me coughing advised
There had been a dispute over tne me to take your Alterative. I paid no
OF HUMAN BEINGS detected through chtrograpby.
attention to him then. IK0,"0
SACRIFICE
Only two prices. 50c and $1.00. Others may
of the spoils, and instructions the
division
doctor said I should go to Wyoming.
Platoro was also one of the more
MEANS NOTHING TO THE
I did, and when I got there I steadily
the
of
leaders
the
been
had
by
what
given
do
remembered
could
cost more, but are no better.
grew worse. Then 1
intelligent members. He
your medicine.
should pay the had been told me about no
faith whatwith
some letter writing himself by the gang that Luigiana
I
it,
taking
began
With ever,, but before I had taken three
penalty of his stubbornness
ever and
Bomb throwing,' murder, kidnaping, use of the Ingenious rubber stamps. death. So three of the members sought bottles, I could eat anything.
year
stopped and for over ahealth
scouting
the
did
white slaving and blackmailing have Giambruno and he
in
better
I unve been well and
him out
it
made
New
ever
I
in
was."
th(y
than
industries
for
the
organization;
become established
W. F. BOMAR.
"Ho never knew what hit him,"
(Affidavit).
out wealthy
more on request.)
York. "Mechanics" for Black Hand their .business to seek
abbreviated;
(Aliove
"They
him
been proven by
two
,.,
said
complacently.
Ait,.r
"Schmitty"
25 to Italians and designated the victims
efficacious
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next
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found
him
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In for operations. These two
for severe Throat
Asthma Stubborn
$30; and an ordinary murderone
were
Bronchial
Bronchitis
of
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The
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the bombs.
Colds and in upbuilding the orsystem.
which, the returns will not be so great active part in planting
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and not without a touch of unoerworld ro- Contains no narcotics,
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wanted
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to Eckman
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Fay
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recoveries,
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that
evi"Zump," and for
rifice of human life mean3 nothing
Philadelphia. ,f- - '
Laboratory,
Xfry
"mechanics" of girl named Nellie Pecarro. The father dence.
For sale by all lending druggist
tliese men. At a trial of one of the were known as the
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the
Fay
refused
marriage.
Central
Drug
and
G.
E.
and
Murphey
bomb throwers recently one of them the gang.
made threats after he had tried milder Company.
EaUbliata! 182
was asked If he bad, no regard for
The bombs used were manufactured
methods, but Pecarro was obdurate.
the
of
confessions
to
the
life.
human
according
Tliis attitude of the father so angered this committee reported this afternoon,
"It was just the same to me as kill- two members of the gang who testiFay that he demanded $5,000 from the plan suggested being that endorsed
or failure while company F with some 60 men chased $145 worth of stamps at onefied at the recent trial, by a man naming an insect," he replied.
him.
Pecarro Ignored these demands. by the city superintendents' section of the alleged
one
stateWhenever
saloon.
a
in
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this
which
at
full
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the
trial
Polarl,
proceedings of has been, mustered In, and the Dem time for use on parcels. Practically
The
Then Fay sent three of his gang to the New Mexico Educational associa to publish in
ing company will probably be brought all of these shipments have been made
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a
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Chicago, Feb, 6. The thoughts of
1,000,000 club women are turned to the

biennial convention of the general federation of women's clubs in Chicago,
June 18, 1914. It is to be ft big convention, earnest and purposeful.
More than a century ago Robert
Burns wrote:
"Look abroad through Nature's range
Nature's mighty law is change;
Let not women e'er complain."
and she certainly has no reason to
complain in this age, for the feminist
movement looms large and no greater
jroof of the "change" can be found
than the activities of the women's
!lubs, in which one million American
women are fulfilling the "mighty law"
of which Burns wrote. Further tan
gible evidence of this will be seen in
the biennial convention, the plans for
which are each day being perfected.
San Francisco held out to the gen-orfederation the attractions of a
climate, the great Pacific
and the scenic wonders of mountain
'and valley. Chicago rfers none of
these, but there is a wealth of material in hotels, halls and hospitality,
and the work of the excursions committee (which will ee given in detail
laterjf will prove, that we, too, have
some interesting features for Chicago
guests at the biennial.
The Auditorium
theater, seating
4,000, has been selected for the general meetings, While the second floor
the Auditorium hotel (all in the
same tyiilding) will be used for the
credentials committee, the local bureau of information, ticket and badge
committee for the distribution cf literature, the transportation committee,
the advisory biennial committee, and
the state federation advisory committee. There will also be rest rooms
an the auditorium. Besides this various halls are being secured for other
han the general meetings, such as
the conferesce of the departments, the
state meetings and committee meetings. There is a wealth of good
things being prepared by the general
tederation program committee, of
which Mrs. Samuel B. Sneath is chairman. That there will be a correlation
of interests in the afternoon sessions
with the inspirational addresses of
the morning will be of immensel value
to the delegates, enabling each to
what she is most interested in
and hear the discussion, of the topic
in the afternoon ere the freshness of
memory is somewhat dimmed by the
lapse of time. While the work of the
general federation program committee
has notj yet been completed, it is definitely known that each department
chairman is working out splendid
plans and her department will have a
place on the program. The conservation department, of which Mi s. Emmons Crocker, of Fltchburg, Mass., Js
chairman, promises an address by
Gifford Pinchot. It 2:30
an the afternoon there will be a conference led by Mrs. Crocker and she
lias invited each state president to
speak for two minutes' upon Eome
sml-tropic-

Be-le-

ily size.
Among the great believers in Syrup
Pepsin for constipation in old or
young, and as a general household
emergency remedy, is sirs.' M. F.
Smith, 710 N. Cherry St, San Antonio, Tex. To use her own words,
she salys she will brass r. Caldwell
to her dying day for she believes
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You may have small care

what

the reason is, so long as your food
really nourishes your body and
keeps your brain healthy, active
and a money-maker- .
But when signs of nervous prostration set in, you want to know
why you can get sure help from
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Or anything else that is
generally difficult to bake with
economy and success
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nnd one heaping teaspoonful cf
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is vouched for. Mother give it to
tiny tabes, and grown people, taking
a little larger amount, find It equally
effective. It is mild and gentle, pleasant-tasting
and free iroin griping.
It does not hide benmd a high
sounding name and is absolutely free
from any prohibited ingredient. Families who once use Syrup Pepsin forever after avoid cathartics, salts, pills
and other har
medicines, fqr these
onJy do temporary good, are nauseous
and a shock to any delicate system.
Such things, should never be given to
'
children.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
'

that through his remedy, Syrup Pepsin, she found the way to permanent addressiing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A posgood healtlh.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sci- tal card with, your name and address
entifically compounded and its purity on It will do.
special point of conservation work or
upon the needs of her state along
that line. The subject of civil service reform will he handled by Mrs.
Imogen B. Oakley, of Philadelphia,
who is national chairman of that department and who will conduct the
afternoon conference, which will have
as its general topic "How best to increase the interest in efficient local
government." Several members of the
general federation civil service reform department will speak briefly on
this subject and the discussion will
be general.
The music department,
of which Mrs. Maxwell of Ohio, is
chairman, will have in charge the
music to be rendered in connection
with the memorial services to Mrs.
Sarah Piatt Decker, to be held Sunday afternoon. On president's night
the different state presidents are asked to speak on their state's greatest
need. Bulletin boards, placed where
all who run may read, will obviate
the necessity of making, announcements from the platform and thus taking valuable time from the convention. There will be but seven actual
working days of the convention, leaving opportunity for the sociological
pilgrimage planned by the excursions
committee and directed by one of the
prominent social settlement workers
of Chicago.
This will be of interest
and worth to every club woman who
has made a study of any of the questions which are dealt with in the social center work.
The personnel of the local board is
perhaps a matter of interest and It is
believed that the women selected, all
experienced in club work, are thoroughly competent to Handle the biennial in a way that will make the meeting one long to be remembered. By
virtue of their present offices as well
as their ability Mrs. Francis D. Everett, director of the general federation

IS REMEMBERED

OIL

;

a headache, of sleeplessness, or show
the first signs of a cold
A laxative then 'becomes a necessity
or what was a trifling congestion at
the beginning may run Into a serious
cold or fever. No harsh remedly i
needed, but simply a mild laxatdve-toni- o
that will make the liver active
and stir tip the bowela. People who
ihave tried a great many ithings, and
are themselves headB of families, who
have seen the little ills run to big
ones, will tell you that there is nothing better thaji Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, which you can obtain at any
drug store for fifty cents or on dollar a bottle, the latter being the fam-
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MANUFACTURE

c

No well regulated home should be
without a laxative, for there Is scarcely a day in a family of several per
sons that someone doesn't complain of
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THINKING OF CHICAGO

here s

Laxative-toni-

6, 1914.

Officials of the Santa Fe system on
OF
the western division, who have been
with
General
associated
Superintendent James Kurn durwig his long service, presented him with a handsome
diamond ring as a token of their
friendship and good wishes for his
future. Mr. Kurn goes to Detroit,
where he will make his headquarters
as general manager of the Detroit,
Toledo & Ironton railroad. Raton ROCKEFELLER
WILL
COMPANY
HAVE SPLENDID EXHIBIT AT
Range.
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of women's clubs, Mrs. Minnie Starr

Grainger, general federation state secMrs. Frederick A. Dow,
state president of Illinois, are members. They constitute th-- j connecting' link between the state and general federations and the local board,
with a hand outreaching to each. Mrs.
Everett Is closely in touch with all of
the general federation officers and
gives valuable assistance where the
work of the local board touches that
of the national organization. Mrs.
Grainger gives the "personal touch"
that, after all, is the vital spark. As
general federation state secretary she
is carrying the message of the national organization to individual clubs
and arousing their interest to the wider range of the general federation.
Mrs. Dow, slate president, traveling
from one club to another, is also carrying the message which is drawing
1,000,000 women into closer relations.
The chairman of the local board is
Mrs. George Bass, president of the
Chiicago Women's" club, one of the
largest department working clubs of
the country. Sho was at the head of
the reform department of her club and
has been a part of every reform and
civic movement of note in Chicago
during the last fifteen years. She
was one of the group instrumental in
securing the passage of the bill and
the establishment of the juvenile
court, and has been particularly ac
tive for some years in efforts to get
the city and county institutions out of
the hands of "spoils politicians" and
to have the schools removed from political influence.
The financial affairs of the biennial are in charge of Mrs. John C.
Swinson, second vice chajrman of the
local board and chairman of the finance committee.
Her training has
come as president of the Millard Avenue Women's club of Chicago and of
the Welfare league, having in charge
the establishment and maintenance of
a settlement house In the red light district for the assistance of girls. In
Btate federation work she has been
chairman of the printing and credentials committee, the program committee and corresponding secretary. It
was Mrs. Swinson who persuaded the
association of commerce of Chioago to
extend to the general federation an
invitation to Chicago and to secure
the association's pledge to meet half
the expenses of the bienjiiaL
The first vice chairman of the local
board, Mrs. Frederick K. Tracy, has
been termed ,fthe little giant In club
work." A former president of the
West End Women's club, three years
second vice president of the Woman's
club and chairman of its reform department for two years, a D. A. R. and
a member of the board of the Chicago
Home for the Friendless, perhaps her
greatest work has just been accom
plished in raising among club women
of the state $10,000 for the erection of
the Illinois cottage at the industrial
school for girls.
The business of a
great convention must be thoroughly
systematized and In this work Mrs.
Andrew P. Coon as recording secre
tary is engaged. Training as president
of the Chicago Culture Club, as president of the sixth district of Illinois,
as an active factor In juvenile pro
tective work and in the Woman's City
Club, given to the study of great civic
problems, has taught Mrs. Coon something of the needs In club work and
prepared her for her presest position.
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WANTED Clean cotton rags
Optlo office.

Only One "BROMO QUININE"
San Diego, Feb. 6. For the first
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE.
Look for the signature of E.
W. time since its organization the StanGROVE. Cures a cold in one day, dard Oil company is accepting the opCures grip in two days. 25s. Adv.
portunity offered by the San Diego
exposition to demonstrate to the public the methods of manufacturers and
NEBRASKA PROGRESSIVES MEET the uses of all its
various productions.
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 6. Preparations A large tract of ground has been seare about completed for the confer- cured
by this company in the outence to be held here next week by the door exhibits
section, and on this a
Nebraska progressives to discuss the
building is heing erected in which the
party plans for the next state cam process of manufacture of all of the
paign. A feature of the gathering will oils used for motors will be shown.
be .a banquet at which
Bev- - Practical
demonstrarrons of their use
eridge of Indiana, James R. Garfield will be made on the grounds.
of Ohio, William Allen White ofo KanThe exhibit plan of the San Diego
sas and several other progressive leadexposition, calling for exhibits of proers of national prominence will speak. cesses
and demonstrations of usage,
rather than the exhibit of lifeless
products in boxes, ibottles and bars,
strongly appealed to the Standard Oil
MOTHER! IF CHILD'S
company's officials, as it also has to
many other large industrial and comTONGUE IS COATED mercial concerns, and the proposal to
add to their exhibit of processes of
manufacture demonstrations of the
IF CROSS, FEVERISH, CONSTIPAT- uses to which their products are put
ED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA
was what finally Induced them to
SYRUP OF FIGS"
break their rule and make an exhibit
at San Diego.
A laxative today Baves a sick child
Together with the exhibit the Stantomorrow. Children simply will not
dard Oil company is preparing to
take the time from play to empty
make" at the San. Diego exposition,
their bowels, which become clogged the Motor
Transportation exhibit, In
up with waste, liver gets sluggish; a
exclusively for this purbuilding
sour.
stomach
pose, is attracting attention from manLook at the tongue, mother! If
ufacturers of automobiles, motor
coated or your child is listless, cross,
trucks, and all other classes of motor-drivefeverish, breath bad, restless, doesn t
vehicles all over the world.
eat heartily, full of cold or has sore
throat or any other children's ailment,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
give a teaspoonful of "California
Rev. James A. Lewis, Milaca, Minn.,
Syrup of Figs," then don't worry, be writes: "Chamberlain's Cough Remcause it is perfectly harmless, and in edy has been a needed and welcome
a few hours all this constipation pois- guest in our home for a number of
recommend it to my
years. I
on, sour bile and fermenting waste fellows ashighly a medicine
being
worthy of
will gently move out of the bowels, trial in cases of colds, coughs and
and you will have a well, playful child croup." Give Chamberlain's Cough
a trial and we are confident
again. A thorough "inside cleansing" Remedy
ygu will find it very effectual and
Is ofttimes all that is necessary. It continue
to use It as occasion requires
should be the first treatment given for years to come, as many others
have done. For sale by all dealers.
in any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
ARGUE RATE REDUCTIONS
Ask your druggist for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
Washington, Feb. 6. Arguments
has full directions for babfeB, children were heard by the interstate com
of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly merce commission today on the apprinted on the bottle. Look carefully plication of interstate carriers servand see that it Is made by the "Cal- ing North Carolina to he allowed to
ifornia Fig Syrup Company." Don't he put into effect the reduced freight
rates that were agreed' upon by the
fooled. Adv.
railroads and the state legislature
some time ago. Various cities pf VirWISCONSIN TEACHERS
ginia and eastern Tennessee are opGreen Bay, Wis., iei. 6. The an
posing the reductions.
nual convention of the Northeastern
Wisconsin Teachers association was
SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
opened under favorable auspices here
People everywhere are talking of
today and will be continued until to- the quick and fine results Foley
morrow. A large attendance and an Kidney Pills give in backache, rheu
kidney and bladder troubles
attractive program combine to give matism,
You can not take them into vour svspromise of one of the most successful tem without good results. That la be-meetings in the history of the associa- nnnqp TT'nlov TTfilnov THIla (Hvo in iha
tion. Several educators of wide iepu-tatlo-n kidneys and bladder just what nature
are on the program for address- calls for to heal these weakened and
inactive orgams. O. G. Sehaefer and
es.
,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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STAR ATHLETES AT B. A. A. MEET
Boston, Feb. 6. Hundreds of star

athletes, representing all the prominent colleges and most pf the leading
athletic clubs of the east, will be seen
In action in Mechanics' hall tomorrow
night at the annual indoor, track and
field games of the Boston Athletic association. On the entry list will be
found the names of Hannes Kohel-maineAbel Kiviat, Alvah, Meyer,
Mel Shepard, J. J. Eller and scores of
others. The colleges are well repre
sented in the entries for the team
races, which are a leading feature of
each year's meet. Among the college
relay races will be the
freshmen contests.
and Harvard-Yal- e
Other universities and colleges that
will participate in the team races will
Include Pennsylvania, Brown, Cornell,
Dartmouth, Amherst, Syracuse, Holy
Cross, Bowdoin, Williams, Columbia
and Worcester Polytechnieal institute.
Thr special event will be the same
as in past years: Three-mil- e
run, for
which a record of 16 minutes must be
hurdash and
shown;
dles. The handicap events are:
Three standing jumps (18 Inches
limit), must show a record pf 31 feet;
run (30 yard3 limit); mile
run (75 yards limit) ; 1,000-yarrun
(50 yards limit) ; putting
shot (4 feet limit); running high
jump (3 inches limit).
Yale-Harvar- d

600-iyar-

d

Gas In the etomach

or bowels is a

disagreeable symptom of a torpid
liver. To get rid of it quickly take
HERBINE. It is a marvelous liver
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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FOR BANTAMWEIGHT TITLE
London, Feb. 7. The bantamweight
championship of Europe is to be decided at Cardiff tomorrow night, when
Charley Ledoux, the French bantamweight, and Billy Bcnyon, of Port Talbot, engage in a return bout of SO
rounds. The winner of the contest
will receive a $2,000 purse in addition

to the championship title.
Don't You Believe It
that chronic constipation
cannot be cured. Don't you believe it.
Chamberlain's Tablets have cured
others why not you? Give them a
trial. They cost only a quarter. Fop
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Some say

j.mji

ELECTRIC LIGHT is a fine light for
the little ties, soft, steady and
safe. School work means night
study. Will you endanger your
children's young eyes with poor illumination when Llectric Light is
so economical? You will find it

at a trifling

If you are not now enjoying the benefits of Electric Light in your home,

you should have your house wired
for electricity AT ONCE. You need
have no fear for your walls, ceilings
or decorationsThe wiring can be
done quickly and without any dirt

or muss.

is the Bsent that vt ,il produce these happy results, so that your old ape will be one
of health, energy and happiness It improves tlie'digestion and assimilation of the
food and gives tone and vitality to every organ of the body. It ba3 been used
with remarkable results in the prevention and relief of
.
X"
pneumonia, grin, coughs, colds, asthma, malaria and
..
i1
ctnmarh tronihifxi
1..
s
ditions. It is invaluable for overworked men and delicate wo- men, and is recognized as a family medicine everywhere. It s
lite ui"
juuiift unu ivw,3 UIC yUUI!J HLIUUH KHU VIKI- - ft it 3 just what you need, bold by most
ous. tietuuuysvouay
grocers and dealers, $1.00 a large bottle. Protect
at druggists,affnin't
poMiMewrfiiling; when hottle is emoty, tre& it!
yourself
Ihe Dully Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, 11. Y.
o,--

el

Phone us TODAY, or call at our office relative to equ pping yuur home
for complete electric service. Or any
reputable electrical contractor will
give you a low estimate.
-

DON'T

DELAY.

IT NOW.

DO

THERE IS NO TIME LIKE THE
PRESENT.
i

-- i
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LABOR CRISIS IN NORWAY
Christiana, Norway, Feb. 6. Tha
labor troubles which have been steadily extending over Norway for a long
time past are expected to reach a
crisis tomorrow, which is the day seS
by the Norwegian Employers' association for putting into effect a gen
eral lockout against the organized
laborers In northern Norway. Tha
introduction of syndicalism into Norway is declared toy the employers to
be at the root of the present troubles.
Until Its Introduction, it is declared,
the workingmeii's association felt
bound by any contract that they entered into, hut recently r- is said tnat
they have disregarded their obligations and engaged in strikes in violation of existing agreements. As a
result of strikes now on in Christiana,
Trondhjem and other industrial centers thousands Of workingmen employed in the engineering, wood pulp;
and cellulose industries are idle.

wonderfully convenient
cost.
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Qonml Pralso Duff y'o Enough
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more efficient, purer and easier
to use than any other Baking
Power obtainable at any price.

-

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Margeaux have received so much benefit from Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey that they advise everyone who is run down to try it, for it has
given them health and strength when all others failed.
"My wife and I have used Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey for some time, after
trying a number of doctors without very much benefit and we feel others who
are suffering with weak heart or a general run down feeling should try it If
they will take Duffy's as directed, they will find much better health. My wife is
now able to take her walk before breakfast and do her own washing and ironing,
nd sleeps welL I know my back is stronger and I do not feel as I used to. We
r.re 66 years of age and Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has done us both so much good
we feel we cannot say enough in its praise." Geo. W. Margeaux, Arlington, Cal.
When men and women pass the age of sixty they need a remedy that will
quicken the circulation, bring restful sleep, invigorate the brain and prevent decay
M
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Of

else. Every other form of activity
educatransportation, chicken-raisineven government
tion,
has shownitself to'lie capable of
ESTABLISHED 1S79.
improvements But what fcould he done
TO
for tho kitchen 7
stawhen
Even
water
and
Published by
running
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
tionary washtuba amir gas have been
introduced, the task remains so heavy
(Incorporated.)
that most p.ejsons ha it from the
hottom of their hearts. On the evenCI M. PADGETT.
.Editor.
ing Mrs. Frederick washed the 87 RULER OF SPAIN, ACCORDING TO
RUMOR, MAY TAKE UP RESIdishes, however, she was so fortunate
DENCE THERE
as to be the Jltitener.tja conversation
which made use of tho phrase "motion
Will the king of Spain come to Silstudy" and "standardizing." In reply
was assured ver City for treatment for tuberculoto
she
skeptical
questions,
fcntered at tHQ postoffice at East
that the principles of scientific man- sis?
n
118 Vegas, New- - Mexico, for- This quetion arises from the fact
were universally applicable.
agement
through the United S'ates
The temptation was too alluring, and that according to a dispatch from Paris
eaa.Ua as second class matter.
she began the experiment "That was published in an eastern paper, Alphon- three years ago," she says, "and I so's one chance of recovery from the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
can eay that it has revolutionized my disease which Is threatening his life
Daily, by Carrier
entire thought and practice about my is to chase the cure in the most effec
1 .lB home, and convinced me that a new tive climate known to the world, that
Copy
.
One Week
J5 era for woman's work traditionally of Silver City, says the Silver City In.65 'never done' is coming."
One Month
One of the dependent.
7.50 first
Cne Tear
According to the article mentioned,
things ehe discovered was that
Dally, by Mall
the materials with which she worked Alphonso, who has been a sufferer
.
$6.00 were not
Gne year (In advance)
right. "I cramped my back from tuberculosis for several years,
3.00 over a
dx Months (la advance)
sink 23 inches high, when I has been under treatment in a noted
7.50 am
One Year (In arrears)
a taller woman than the average sanatorium in the Alps, hut in spite
3.75
TJx Months (In arrears)
and need to work on a surface at of this his condition has become worse
least 31 inches high." (A simple dis- and the disease has progressed until
AND
STOCK
WEEKLY OPTIC
covery that might have been made, the vocal cords are affected. His
a mere man would suppose, gener- board of physicians after carefully
GROWER
$2.00 ations ago.)
One Year
Accordingly, she has de- studying favorable climatic conditions
1.00 vised a tabular scheme to show the throughout the world, advised him that
tSx Months
proper height of the working surface his condition made it imperative that
this Includes that, of the stove for he should seek the best, and therefore,
(Cash In Advance for Mall
advised him to go toSilver Cdty, New
women of any; height,
,
Subscriptions)
In the successmore
A
comprehensive dialcovery Mexico. where leccfds
Remit by check, draft or money
ful treatment of laryngeal tuberculosis
was
and
the
the
that
the
sink,
tables,
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
stove were In the wrong relation to were unsurpassed. The article includresponsible for loss.
one another. To se it right, Mrs. ed a summary of weather conditions
Specimen copies free on application.
Frederick had first to analyze, the in Silver City as compared with those
kitchen work. She found that it was in the most favorable sections of the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT divisible Into two
groups of processes: Alpsj and laic emphasis on the fact
EXPIRATION OF TIME
preparing the meal and clearing It that' the United States army sanatorPAID FOR
away. Upon these, the subsidiary pro- ium was located at this point and had
cesses could be built Jn a certain logi- had greater success in treating tuberAdvertisers are guaranteed the cal time and energy saving order, culosis than any other similar Instituin the world.
6rgest dally and weokly circulation which she illustrates by diagrams that tion
Dr.
Bullock, the head of the New
warm
the heart of any scientific
of any newspaper in northern New must
Mexico.
manager, however little he knows or Mexico Cottage sanatorium, said that
cares to know about them at first no application had been made to him
hand. Eighty per cent of household from any one who might represent so
TELEPHONES
she attributes to six Important an Individual as the king of
inefficiency
Business Office
Main
He had no hesitation in enSpain.
causes, reducible to five by combinfews Department
.....Main ing the first two. They are: not hav dorsing the advice given the king by
ing all of the needed tools or uten his physicians concerning this climate.
It seems possible that even should
at hand at the beginning of the
sils
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1911.
desire to take advantage of
Alphonso
task ; wasting time and effort in walk
the
Silver
City climate, that political
in
WASTE1J MOTION IN THE ing to, hunting for, and bringing
would intervene to pregredients or tools; stopping in the c6mplications
KITCHEN
'
so. However, if it bevent
his
doing
middle of one task to do something
came a matter of life to the monarch,
else
in
time
fTorenliM
losing
If
quite unrelated;
the length of time he has been a
putting away tools or work, owing to and
victim would indicate that his condiof
kitchen, pantry
'ay. which one would he leave id poor arrangement
tion is very serious, it seems that he
ne xst? fan there be much doub and closets; using a poor tool, or a
would even risk his throne to take
not
suffi
:ii8 after Etrafghtening out the toilce wrong one; and
keeping
the
long trip to this country.
alt nfion lc this ciiy setting tho whole cient supplies on hand, with tools in
A
few month ago the Chamber of
to
(the
ee -- a of Mexican difficulties, aid nr.. good jeenditjioni.
Analogous
'
Commerce, In answer to a request
of
the
matter
of
the
height
proper
the
snarl,
from a physician in Switzerland, sent
he would ffgh heavily as he turned working surface is the elimination of
all available data concerning the Silthe
and
dust
pans
to tie kitchen of the average home? stooping by having
ver City climate. A courteous acknow
"TjiIs relnctarce wonrd not be d'D to like with long bandies.
of the receipt was received
ledgment
so
sort
of thing requires
the servant problem, for only one But this
No
mention that the material
later.
tamily In 12 In this country has a ser much intelligence- - WelJ, Mrs. Freder was for the use of the king of Spain
vant; but It would be occasioned by ick is alive to the humorous possibili was made in the communication, hut
the knowledge that, wnereas, In all of ties that seen to outrun the practical this is
probably the source from which
:these other labors, one takes up the in any attempt to "standardize Lizzie," the
figures published were obtained.
ln- motions
or
of
number
reduce
the
task with a considerable amount of
Should Alphonso come to Silver City
intelligent study at one's disposal for olved In "minding the baby." Nothing be will receive a cordial welcome, as
of
increasing do all who
cne's Information and guidance, In en-- : can obviate the necessity
are victims of this dread
Lying the kitchen one treads upon al- the number of motions when the un disease.
most unbroken ground. In the coun-tr- , expected guest is announced. Nor
this is certainly true. Only the can many families imitate the luxuri
SALA2AR NOT AFFECTED
either day the epartment of agricul ous Jerseyite who, by pressing a but
Albuquerque, N. M, Feb. 6. The
the
ton
from
can
the
raise
icebox
ture jssued a bulletin In which it statpresident's proclamation lifting the
ed that, relatively, the housewife of basement, open its doors, transfer a embargo on shipment of arms and war
electric
steak from its interior to the
a century ago, with her fireplace-coomunitions into Mexico has no effect
ins and her. iner cabin
hprtpr nrn. stove, and finally deposit the cooked upon the status of the case against
autoresult upon a plate that has been,
for than ,s her succdt'cior of
General Jose Inez Salazar, said United
While her husband, lu.s added matically transferred from the shelf States Attorney Summers Burkhart
am :'!.r.ces to to the table. For most of us, the this morning. "There was never any
countless m.ei'ia
Ailadin reached Is sadly
of
burden
bis
the
lighten
work, and ideal that
question, of the government's power to
lier children have escaped to the city, impossible. But the fact that Intelli- continue alazar's' "prosecution under
see
to
what it
she has to go on trudging under vir- gence has only begiin
the existing charge and the statute. I
can do in the kitchen Is excellent
the
unchanged
conditions,
says
did, however, write to the attorney
tually
ground for hope even there.
Kew York Post
general asking about me case with reo
Nor Is her city sister so far In
gard to the policy of the department.
TO AID ROADS'
of her as to make a comparison
mis policy was maae piain oy me
Washington, Feb. 6. Under a spec- Associated Press dispatch yesterday
letween them unsound. The decried
apartment has lessened the magnifi-cen- t ial rule the house will work today on afternoon In which the attorney gen
distances that constituted so im- the Shackleford good roads bill to eral was quoted as stating that all
portant an element In the load of appropriate $25,000,000 for federal aid pending cases of violation of the neu"housework as it used to be, but with- to the states for improvement Of high- trality laws would be carried through
in the kitchen and in the relations be- ways used by rural mail carriers.
and would not be affected hy the exetween the kitchen and the dining-roocutive order."
e COLLEGES
the monster retains' almost all
The United States attorney has had
of his ancient rnercilessness. One Logan, Utah, Feb. 6. Important and no further information regarding the
woman's experience, as related by
results are expected to proceeding, ;to bring about Salaar'f
Christine Frederick In the February follow a conference of the western removal to the district of New Mexico.
Heview of Reviews, must appeal to agricultural colleges which, met at the
GEORGE GOULD'S BIRTHDAY
millions of women as only too typical. Utah State Agricultural college here
New
York, Feb. 6. George J. Gould
She writes:
today for a two days? session. The
One evening, several yeara ago, initial stimulus to the movement came found his desk piled high with messwhen without a servant, I counted from Senator Brady of Idaho, who, at ages of congratulation today, remindthe number of pots, pans and dishes the national meeting of agricultural ing him that this was his fiftieth birthwas born
I was washing. There were 87 in all, colleges in Washington last Novem- day anniversary. Mr. Gould
the eld1864,
6,
In
this
February
timed
to
intermountain
few
on
city,
a,
this unpleasant ber, suggested
I
myself
old task, which I bated from the bot- representatives the necessity of unit est son of Jay Gould, the noted finantom of my heart, and found it took 45 ing the far western alleges In order cier. George was educated in private
to na h, dry and lay them to get iproper support from the nation schools and at an early age began his
uui"i I was through I was al legislation,' as "the intermountain business career as a clerk in a bank'ha heated and tired Mat I didn't feel states have a small'' congressional rep- ing house of which his father was a
active interest in railC'"g ani:.lug else ail the even-in.- resentation as Compared with other partner. Hisdates
hack to 1888, when
affairs
road
states
repof
jTne
the
country.
parts
" winch I hated from the bottom of resented at the conference are Idaho, be became vice president of the Little
comevery kkind of work has Utah, Colorado, "Washington, Oregon, Rock and Fort Smith Railroad
which he became president
of
J
pany,
t
.The
and
Is
Montana
of
subjects
there
but
Wyorarng.
drudgery,
("!,(
.
.' . 1 '.- work la the kitchen for up for discussion include the standard- a few years Inter. Since the death
of his father Mr. Gould has been the
i fi1 i of t
who do It, izing of pvlnti.'ion urt,
, t ,
r
?
avoid
.to
t !ni;J:-nrvdupli head of the family and has looked
Tin nntml. m fporirtmntal work
the Gould interests In railroads
t - mm
and the- securfnK of
ill othnr great corporations. w ot.
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John's, and remained there until he
was elected bishop of New Mexico, last
'
October.
,
in
If he remains
Albuquerque until
Sunday he will hold services at SL
John's church. The bishop is not cer
tain whether he wlll not leave on his
trip before then.

TO BE HIS

CITY

trans-talsslo-

deacon in 1D00, when ne was a rector
in Cumberland, Md. He went to Washington two years later as rector of St.

SANTA' FE 'LIKELY

HOME
NEW EPISCOPAL BISHOP TO DECIDE BETWEE NTHAT PLACE
AND ALBUQUERQUE

The Best Cough Medicine
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy ever since I have been keepsays L. C Hames, of Mar-burAlbuquerque, N. M., Feb. 6. Bishop ing house,"
Ala. "I consider it one of the
W.
How den, ., recently
Freedrick
best remedies I ever used. My chilEpiscopalian prelate of New dren have all taken it and it works
Mexico, la here front his forme? home like a charm. For colds, and whoopcough It is excellent." For sale
in Washington, D;- C. He i accom- ing all
dealers. Adv.
by
panied by Mrs. Howden and four children.
.. Archdeacon W. E. Warren, rector of COURT
UPHOLDS
St. John's church, and several prominent members of St. John's parish,
EQUALIZATION BOARD
met Bishop Howden when he stepped
off the train.
"I feel as if I were returning home
instead of arriving In a strange city," supreme tribunal of
Approves of raising of
said the 'bishop as he shook hands
tax valuations
them.
After he and Archdeacon
with
Warren had arranged for aconference
Santa Fe, Feb. 6 The tax case has
the welcoming church members debeen decided. The supreme court of
The
his
and
parted.
family
bishop
the state sustained the state board of
stayed at the Alvarado hotel.
in making horizontal
equalization
Howden
would
not
Although Bishop
raises
classes
and by counties.
by
say where he Intended to reside, he
The
was
handed down yesopinion
as
the "Right Rev. F. W.
registered
Howden of Albuquerque," and Albu- terday afternoon, all the justices conwell
querque Episcopalians hoped this was curring. It is a long debated,
considered opinion, and was written
would
He
said
make
he
significant.
Frank W. Parker in cbarac-iAlbuquerque his temporary headquart- by Judge
ers and that his family would reside terlstically exhaustive manner;-- It 1b
here until he finally decided where explicit, however, and confines Itself
t the Issues at stake.
he would establish the hishoprio.
The case was brought by the South
His choice finally will narrow to
Ranch and Cattle company, a
Spring
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, he intimated. He characterized as remote the corporation In which former Governor
Herbert J. Hagerman Is extensively
possibility of his deciding upon El
Paso, where his predecessor,. Bishop Interested, and others, against " the
Her-ve- y
John Mills Kendrick at one time state board of equalization. J. M.
of
and
Renehan
Roswell,
lived. Texas west of the Pecos river
for the plaintiff, and
belongs to the New Mexico diocese. Wright appeared
Frank W. Clancy for
General
Attorney
The bishop said he wished to ideitify
himself with New Mexico and that the hoard, of which he Is a member.
The1 syllabus of tha
opinio, isays:
only for unforeseen reasons would, he
"The state board of equalization has
,go to El Paso.
to equalize the valuation of
Bishop Howden's plan is to visit power
' for taxation
,
property
purposes by
Ros-weSanta Fe, El Paso, Las Vegas and
before giving his decision. He was classes, both as between classes in the
met at Las Vegas yesterday morning same county and as between counties
the state, and the fact
by the Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor there, throughout
who extended him an invitation to that the action taken results In the
increase or decrease of total valit
make that town his home.
How long he will remain here before ation in the state is immaterial."
The state board made an order prostarting ou his trip to determine the
location of his eposicopal residence, viding for a net increase of valuations
the state of $7,648,083,
Bishop Howden said he did not know. throughout
He expects to arrange his plans defin raising valuations by classes from 20
to 100 per cent, or as the opinion luitely today after his conference with
states, "First, the board raised
cidly
Archdeacon Warren.
To find Bishop Howden in a crowd the valuation of a particular class of
of ministers would not he difficult for property in a given county or couna stranger to him. He looks the part ties to the same valuation at which it
of a bishop. He is tall, erect and al- wa9 listed for taxation in some other
raisthough he Is only 45 years old, his hair given county; second, the board
Is white. The bishop does not appear ed the valuation of given classes of
same comparative
aged. His face is as free from the property to the
valuation of other classes of property,
marks of years as a youth's.
same county and elseBishop Howden has been in the min- both in the
where
the state."
throughout
2
been
for
Oyears, having
istry
nearly
to construe
The
opinion
proceeds
ordained by Bishop Henry Potter of
New York in 1894. He was 25 years the constitutional provision as well as
old then. He is a native of Staten Is- the statute on revenue. Uniformity
of the burdens of taxation Is to be
land, X. Y.
lie holds M. A. and D. D. degrees maintained, and the second considerafrom the University of Toronto, Tor tion of equal importance is the fact
onto, Canada, from wnich he gradu that the basis of taxation has been
ated in 1891, and later he completed clearly fixed by statute, towit, the aca post graduate course in the General tual value of the property, says the
Theological seminary of New York. court. The classification of the propHe received the orders the same year. erty for purposes of taxation is anHe 'began his duties as a minister other consideration that is Important.
as assistant rector at St. John's par- As the precise manner of the exercise
ish In Detroit, He was made arch of the power of equalization by the
state board is not pointed out In the
statute, therefore It Is fair to assume
the legislative! Inten to haye been tp,
VERY PAIflFUL
confer upon the board an efficient
power of equalization, and the power
BODY to equalize taxation necessarily In
cludes the power, to value property.
The court reviews a large number of
Like Scalds or Skin Burns. Apcases, and quotes Judge Cooley at
tax
parently Itching and Burning. length 'as to the Interpretation of
Cuticura Soap and, Ointment ing statutes.
The opinion continues: "The quesCured Completely.
tion, then, as to whether the state
board has- power to revise and cor-- J
R. F. D.
Port Orchard. Wash.
"When my baby was about Bvb days old rect the tax rolls and, as an original
-his abdomen became entirely covered with
proposition, to value more of the
varying sized blisters which
property in the state at what it deems
were very painful, causing
to be
of its actual yalue, i?
very much distress and sleeplessness. They appeared very
not involved! inithls castji The state
much like scalds or skin bums
board has simply brought up to a
apparently itching and burn- Which, had been fixed by the
standard'
The
WK.
banrla irritated tha
AyCS
authorities of some counties In
blisters, causing sores.
taxing
NjaJv
" I tried a Dowdor and after
'
the state upon some class or classes
wards other remedies but the sores became
of property tha valuation of all other
worse. They lasted about six weeks before
I used Cuticura Ointment. After washing classes of property in the state. In
tho irritated parts well with Cuticura Soap
so doing it has pursued Its power in
and applying the Cuticura Ointment he rethe only efficient and Intelligent man
ceived almost instant relief, and the cure was
ner possible under our law, and has,
complete in seven or eight days." (Signed)
Mrs. J. G. Kcllcy, Dec. 4, 1912.
it Is to be presumed, accomplished the
purpose for which it was created,
TO REMOVE DANDRUFF
to equalize the burdens of
namely,
Prevent falling hair, remove crusts and
taxation
pon all of the citizens. The
scales, and allay itching and irrttailon of
the scalp, frequent shampoos with Cuticura state board is necessarily presumed
8oap, assisted by occasional dressings with to have acted upon evidence and to
Cuticura Ointment, afford the siieediest and
correct result, and
most economical treatment. They assist ia have 'reached a
not
is
their
open to review."
Judgment
promoting the growth and beauty of tha
hair by removing those conditions which
Board I Not Final
tend to make it dry,
. The opinio"
thin, and Uftiess, pftoa
refers the taxpayer who
loading to premature grayneas and loss of
hair. Cuticura Soap and Ointment ftud may he Incidentally. ,or accidentally
everywhere. Liberal Bample of each mailed
wronged, to the relief given him hy
tree, with 32-8kin Boole Address post., statute, eaying :"The state hoard does
card "Cuticura. Dept. T. Boston."
not investigate the comparative valu- "Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will Cad it best
ation
of the property of individuals In
sliin wid scaip.

A Valentine
the daintiest remembrance of the year.
The slightest token gives pleasure, why
not give something that will endure for a
V
longer time?

d

,

Everyone likes something in jewelry.
Perhaps a i Gold Filigree1 Beauty, fin
Cameo Lavalher or a Rwgand if a true
Valentine anypiece of jewelry in Amethyst

Tilt

state

Something for the table may please the
wife, a stick pin or cufflinks for the men.

.

Sentiment and giving go hand in hand.
We will assist you in your selection at

-

ll

Taup ert's
the same classes, hut compares classes
of property with, other classes. The
action of thel state board of equalization Is not final as against the claim
of any taxpayer In the state. If he
can show that hy reason of the action
taken by any of the taxing agencies of
the state he is compelled to pay taxes
of the acupon' more than
tual value of his property, it is to be
assumed that the district attorney
will promptly present the matter to
the district court and secure the relief to which the taxpayer is entitled."
In conclusion, the court indicates
that certain exceptions of Individuals
from the effect of the various' raises
of valuation In the several counties
and within one or more classes of
property, and the changing In one of
the counties of the classification from
grazing to coal lands is of doubtful
authority, as this action was clearly
In the nature of original assessment
of property, but the court does not
decide this question, as it holds that
It has not been raised in this suit
'

one-thir-

TOO MUCH LOVE

Greensburg, Pa., Feb. 6. Love for
two
girls, neither of whom
knew of the other's existence, prompted John McFadden to kill Anna Lutz
and himself as they sat In an automobile near Ligonler, Pa, early today.
McFadden, who had taken the girl for
a ride late last night, telephoned his
employer here that he would never

BLISTERSJN

fi

one-thir-

d

see him again, and men in high power
machines were sent hurrying over the
mountains to find him. They came
on the automobile by the roadside,
with the engine still running, and
and the girl dead. In McFad-den'pocket was a note saying that
Bertha Miiligan at Lambert, Pa could
tell the cause of the tragedy. To Coroner H. A. McMurray the girl said
McFadden had written her a letter
yesterday telling her he was going to
kill "the other girl" and himself.
si

RECLAMATION

ENCOURAGED

Denver, Deb. 6. Word was received here today that the United States
reclamation service had appropriated
$1,873,184! for use in the development
of the Grand Valley Irrigation projects,
centering at Grand Junction, and $750,-8Gfor the Uncompaghre project. It
was said that $686,000 was appropriatr
ed for the Strawberry project, extending across the Colorado line Into Utah.
In each instance the reported appropriation was larger than had been expected by those who had been urging
them before the interior,department

1,

PLENTY OF POWDER
Washington, Feb. 6 The house appropriation of $900,000 for artillery
ammunition was increased to $2,000,-00- 0
today by the senate appropriations
committee. Increases in the bill by
the senate committee totalled

OY SCOUT SHOES ft
MADE TO WEAR
keep coming back for

Year after year the same customers

COY SCOUT SHOES
Their continued endorsement is a testimonial we appreciate. A
trial invariably assures new' customers that their selection is a
good one

d

Dress
Shoes

School Shoe
Button or Lace
Elk Skin

(Like Cut)

$2.75 to
$4.00

$2.25 to
$3.50
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behin dthe bars," and the attorney
general could not enforce state laws
nor grant immunity from prosecution
under state laws.
A letter was read from Commissioner Prouty, who Investigated the New
.'
Haven, saying:
"On the whole I do not believe anything icould be accomplished iby a
further investigation. I believe more
could be done by a senate committee
than by the commission."
TELLS

in mine,4wo miles from the railway.
Drills and crowbars used in tearing
out the rails which wrecKed the train
have been identified as coming from
this mine.

PERSONALS

LIENS

The trail indicates three men and
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
to lead from the mine into
appears
ftomalne. Adv.
H A. Allen came In last night from the foothills. Navajo Indian trackers
took the trail from the mine this
Mora for a short 'business visit.

I. Shlpman of Raton was a business visitor In the city yesterday.
Harry Morrison of Shoemaker came
in last night for a few days business
visit.
t
B. J. Mullen of Trinidad came in
yesterday evening for a Bhort busiH

ness visit

.'

,

t-

"
B. H. Little of "El Paso, Tex, ar-

rived In Las Vegas last night for a
brief business stay.
John Rorran of Chicago, 111., is in
I A3 Vegas and will reWln fcftie ff
some time as visitor. M
a
Mrs. J. H. York' left' last nlglit" for
Missouri, wheje ehe will Ylstt JC6
("
tives for the next few days.
George Mitchell 'arrived ' in vs.
Vegas last night from Topeka, Kas.,
and will be a visitor here for some
time.
W. Si Alfea of Atchison Ks., arrived In Las Vegas last night and will
remain here for several days as. a
visitor.
Max Nordhaus of the Charles Ilfeld
company, came in' last night from Albuquerque for a few days' business
visit here.
iSimon Duran of Park Springs was
visitor in Las Vegas today.
business
a
He Is Just returning from a business
trip at Kansas Citiy.
B. M. Swayze of Colorado Springs,
Colo., came in yesterday evenfagf-flnwill remain in Las Vegas for the next
few days as a business visitor.
W. T. Ready of La Junta, Colo.,
ralme In last night for a short business visit here. He Is connected with
the Santa Fe Railway company.
Colonel R. E. Twltchell, assistant
solocitor for the Santa Fe Railway
company, returned Jast night from a
short business visit to sania, re.
Joseph B. Hayward, secretary and
treasurer of the Santa Fe Abstract,
Tlealty and Insurance agency of Santa
Fe, came in last night for a short
business visit.
Mrs. Elsie Smith left last night for
Chica-- o, where she will remain. Mrs.
Smith lately has been employed as
bookkeeper for the Las Vegas steam
laundry and has been a resident of
Las Vegas for the past several years.
Governor Wk C. McDonald passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
his way to Washington where he will
attend a meeting to be held at the na
tional capital by the cattle men. Gov
to be In
ernor McDonald expects
weeks.
two
about
Washington

DEE II LENT WAS THE

VOilii OF WRECKERS
RAIL TORN UP NEAR GALLUP
CAUSED SANTA FE TRAIN TO
LEAVE THE TRACK
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 6. Deputy
sheriffs this morning tracked the men
who wrecked Santa Fe train No. 10
yesterday morning near Gallup, from
the scene of the wreck to the Patch- -
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AUSTRIA-HUNGAR-

"Russia
will not demobilize her army until the
Russian flag floats over the Carpathian mountains."
This was one of the startling statements attributed to Count Vilmir
president of the Russian constitutional conservative party and
leader of the
movement in
Russia, when the trial was resumed toof 94 Ruthen-ian- s
day at Marmoros-Shige- t
with
inciting rebellion
carrged
governagainst the
ment.
Dultskovitch, a detective who was
called to give- evidence of
activates in ''Hungary, quoted the sensational' phrase Irom Count Bobrinsky.
Duliskovitch had been especially commissioned to investigate the alleged
treasonable proceedings of the

, Budapest, Hungary,

Feb. 6.

Bob-rinsk-

Pan-Slav-

Austro-Hungarla-

n

Pan-Slavi- c

-

Ruth-enian-

BILL REAPPEARS

Washington, Feb. 6. Senator Nelson's bill for federal incorporation of
all concerns in interstate commerce
was reintroduced today. It was unacted on In the sixty-fircongress.

s.

"I got into touch with Count Bobrinsky," hs said, "and the count entrusted me with the task of enlisting
the services of educated Ruthenians
who were to join the Russian orthodox church and after' being trained
were to return to Hungary to push
the
propaganda among their
compatriots. Count Bobrinsky gave
me' $1,000 to induce a deputy of the
lower house of the Hungarian parliament to interpellate the government
on the petitions of the Rutheniana.
"While 'I was in Russia I was under
the protection of Count Bobrinsky. I
traveled, freely and was exempted
from the passtport regulations. Count
Bobrinsky had plenty of fund3 at his
propagandisposal for the
da.''
,
Count Bobrinsky, who is a member
of the Russiau duma, was immediately
called to the witness stand, where he
emphatically denied that he ever
made the incriminating statement attributed to him. He admitted acquaintance with Duliskovitch, but said
his confidential agents had warned
him against the detective.: The court
gave Count Bobrinsky permission to
return to Russia when he had comThe trial has
pleted his evidence.
been in progress since December 9. The
principal defendant Is Father Alexius
Pan-Slav-

st

TOO MANY MEN WOULD
HAVE

TO

IS BARED

HAD IMMUNITY

THIS FACT PREVENTED DEEPER
PROBE INTO THE NEW
RAILROAD

Pan-Slav-

Washington, Feb. 6 Fear, of grant
ing Immunity to witnesses caused the
to
interstate commerce commission
make an incomplete investigation of
the affairs ot the New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad, Senator
Norris said today, in urging passage
of his resolution for a new Inquiry
into several features not touched on
in the recent investigation.
Norris read newspaper
Senator
charges emphasiizng particularly, that
attorneys for Morgan and Company
received $15,000 for drawing the
papers of a $10,000 subsidiary corporation of the New Haven.
"If half the information made public about the New Haven transactions
is true, eight or ten persons ought to
be in the penitentiary,"
interjected
Senator Borah. "Are you net afraid
further investigation may give immunity to guilty persons r"
Senator Norris replied that testimony probably could be obtained from
bookkeepers, and he had no objection
to giving them immunity.
Senator Cummins declared that in
his'opinion congress had enough Information and' it would do best to busy
itself with the enactment of proper
laws to prohibit future transactions
than to await further investigations by
the Interstate commerce ? commission.
He Insisted that tie commission had
no authority to investigate charges
that the directors defrauded stockholders.
"I predict the state of affairs here
finds a parallel In the capitalization
of a tiozen railroads of the country,"
said Senator Cummins." "We nave
known It was going on for years and
refused to give the Interstate com
merce commission power to regulate
M
such, matters."
Both "Senators Lodge and Norris
said they understood the commission
had evidence it had' not "made public.
Senator Norris declared he had gieat
confidence in Chairman Elliott, uut
contended he should do everything
within his power to reveal the past
that stockholders might be recompensed for" their losses.
Mr. Borah expressed the opinion
that the attorney general would act
and referred to the recent agreement
between the iepartment of justice and
the New Haven In which the govern-- j
ment did not waive its right to proceed
criminally. '
"I think the spectacle of five or six
nion behind tha bars would have a
more powerful moral influence on the
country than any legislation we can
enact," he declared.
Senator Cummins replied there was
no federal law under which the attorney general could "put any of the men

j

- Balcony
(Above Reserved)

APTEAM

RUSSIA'S EYE ON

The wreck that occurred near Gallup yesterday morning at 1:50 o'clock
and which resulted in six cars and
the engine of Santa Fe. train No. 10
being derailed, was caused by train
wreckers, it was announced today
Santa Fe special officers as well as
the officers of. McRlnley, county are
working on the case. Up to this afternoon no arreBts had been made, although the McKinley county officials
have a good clew to work upon.
The wreck was caused by a rail be
Ing torn up on a sharp curve, after
wards being bent in the shape of an
"L" with the short end acting as a
derailer. Train No. 10 hit the rail
at a speed1 of about 20 miles an hour,
and left the track. None of the cars
turned over and luckily none of the
passengers or employes riding on the
train was injured. The accident
caused considerable excitement among
the passengers, who feel grateful for
their escape from possible death.
The attempt to wreck this train is
the second to take place in New Mexico within the last week. The first attempt was made near Lamy on the
Santa Fe branch, which proved unsuccessful. All the Santa Fe officers
in this 'district are working on the
.
two cases.
NELSON

PRAISES

(

of Mount Athos.

Great political interest has been
aroused throughout Europe by the
proceedings, , as it is aleged that the
seditious movement among the Ruthenians was prompted and financed by
Russia and that it was carried out under the guise of propaganda to convert
the peasantry to the orthodox church,
but with the utlimate abject of enticing them from their allegiance to
Austria-Hungar-

President Gompers of the American
Federation of Labor appeared recently
before the house judiciary committee
of congress f of the purpose of urging
the c;ommittee, toi take early action on
the Bartlett bill, which prohibits the
issuance of injunctions in labor disputes and also amends the Sherman
anti-trulaw by excluding labor organizations and farmers' associations
from the provisions of that law.

the

Minne-

sota State Federation of Labor, has
been appointed a member of the state
efficiency and economy commission.
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Courteous Treatment Accorded All Customers
Loans Money on R.eal Estate
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Personal &nd Collateral Security

Dr. C. E. Lukens, superintendent of
the Children's Home society, who has
been In Las VegasJlor several days
on official business," guvo the Aibu- -

--

querque Journal an interview upon his paratlvely cheap, costing only $11,000,
return home, in which he praised the ( and is as permanent and substantial
progressive spirit being jshown by as anything could possibly be. No
the people of this city. The Journal's flood could possible wash it away, and
;..
'
article follows:
no money will ever have to be spent
Dn C. E. Lukens, superintendent of upon it for repairs. Dr. Lukens be
the Children's Home society of this lieves that when other communities
city and one of the most prominent learn of the advantages of this sort
ministers in New Mexico, returned yes- of bridge it will come into general use
terday from a visit of several days, to all over the country.
Las Vegas and gave glowing accounts
Dr. Lukens stated also that other
of the rapid development and im- public works of a minor nature were
provement that is going forward in going forward rapidly and that Las
the Meadow City. ;
Vegas Is distinguishing itself among
Las Vegas business men, Dr. Lukens New Mexico cities for rapid progress.
says, are in the highest degree optimistic over the financial outlook and
are predicting an era of the greatest SHALL DEALERS ARE
prosperity for their enterprising city.
New buildings are going p on every
AFRAID OF SQUEEZE
hand, and substantial growth is evident everywhere. Dr. Lukens also
oj oi vi win j..
spoke in the highest terms of Laa Ve- THEY ASK THAT ' NEW TRUST
gas hospitality and the cordial treatLAWS BE SO SHAPED AS
ment which was accorded him durTO PROTECT THEM
ing his stay in'the city.
James H. Fleming, site inspector of
Washington, Feb. 6. Small manuthe United' States posiorfice departfacturers
and dealers who compete
ment, is expected Jn Las Vegas this with
great
corporations want some
week, according to Dr. Lukens, and
for price regulation In the
provision
with his coming the new, $125,000 fednew trust bill to prevent their being
eral building and postoffice will bewhen they cannot meet
squeezed
gin to assume definite form. Eight
on large quantities.
prices
different sites have been tendered to
Before the senate interstate comthe government for this building, but
merce committee today a delegation
Dr. Lukens states that the one which
the clause which pro
seems to have gained the most favor- spoke against
vides that nothing in the bill should
men
able consideration from business
discrimination in price be
of both the old and the new town is "prevent
tween purchasers of commodities on
that at the corner of Eighth street and account
of difference in grade, qual
Douglas avenue, which is about midof the commodity sold, or that
ity
way between the business sections of makes
only due allowance for differ
both Las Vegas and East Las Vegas ence
in the cost of transportation."
and a short distance inside the limits
C. H. Noxon of the National Asso
of the latter city.
ciation of Retail Druggists, told the
Dr. Lukens could not too highly
house commerce committee that cutrommend the common sense and
ting prices on patent medicines was
good judgment displayed by the busi- the club used
by a combination of
ness men of the two cities in a matstore and cigar stores to drive
drug
ter about which there might very eas- small individual retailers out of busi
ily have arisen' a conflict that would ness.
have done serious injury to the com"We believe a monopoly is being
munity. There was a general dispo- started with the object of controlling
sition to subordinate individual and the retail
drug trade of the entire
selfish interests to the general good, United
States," said he.
and there eeems little doubt that the
The druggists proposed that the
site mentioned will be selected for the new interstate trade commission be
new postoffice.
to enforce publication of
In the event that this is ,lone, the empowered wholesale and
retail, on
fixed prices,
present postoffice In tfie old town will all articles covered by patent, copybe abolished as the new office will be
right or trademark.
so situated as easily to accommodate
Samuel Untermeyer told the house
the needs of both cities. There is a
committee that the interjudiciary
federal statute that requires the esdirectorates bill would' be
locking
tablishment of a postoffice in every
lacking unless It also prohibited intercounty seat, and Las Vegas is the locking stock ownership. The bill, as
county seat of San Miguel county, but it stands, merely would substitute
a special act of congress was passed
dummy directors for the real directpermitting the abolishment of the ors, he said. He advocated barring
postoffice in this case.
directors and stockholders of railroad
Dr. Lukens was also enthusiastic
concerns from railroad directsupply
over the activity that is being dis- orates.
He could see no hard and
played by citizens of San Miguel fast reason why .the same directors
county and the county authorities in could not serve In bank and railroads.
the matter of good roadst Among the
most prominent workers in the interKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
est of better' highways, he said, are
Kansas City, Feb. 6. Hogs, recfelpts
Mayor R. J1, Taupert, Postmaster F. 3,000. Market
strong, .Bulk $8. .25
O. Blood, County Commissioner J. H.
$S ,30
S.60; packers and butchers
York, M. M. Padgett, D. J. Leahy and
8.55; lights $8.108,40;
pigs $7
State Senator Clark, the last named 7.75.
having been while county commissionCattle, receipts 500. Market strong.
er of San Miguel county one of the Prime
fed steers $8.509.25; dressed
pioneers of the good roafls movement beef
western
steers $7.258.50;
in New Mexico.
steers $78.50;i souvuorn steers $6.25
The
highway In P8.10; cows $4. 257.50i heifers $6.75
San Miguel county,' ald Dr. Lukens,
9; stockers and feeders $6.508.50;
or at least that part of it extending bulls
$5.507.75; calves $6.5010.25.
from Santa Fe to Las1 Vegas, is comSheep, receipts 1,000. Market steapleted with the exception of a stretch dy. Lambs
$77.50; yearlings $5.85
of about a quarter of a mile at a large
6.50; wethers $55.60; ewes $4.75
rock cut about seven miles south of
...
,v'.
...
5.35.
,. ..
Las Vegas, and a force of 35 convicts
is now at work putting this stretch
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
in condition. When this is completed
the road from Las Vegas to Santa Fe
Chicago, Feb. 6. Wheat prices rang
will be one of the best In the country. ed up today in a general rush to buy
It will take about three months and back in prospect of crop damage from
an expenditure of some $2,500 to com- the cold wave. Mercury at 32 below
zero was reported In pars of Nebrasplete this work.
!.- What impressed Dr. Lukena most ka. Sellers, however, became numerabout this road was the bridge across ous after qubtations had made a modthe Galllnas river, just couth of the erate bulge. Snowfalls over much of
city. This bridge Is the first of its the winter crop region tended to check
kind ever built in the United States, the advance. Opening figures were
cent higher and Jddl- to
having been designed specially by
Jenkins & Clayton and made by them tlonal gains followed.
for the Missouri Valley Bridge comReports indicating that the southern
the
has
which
work
in
charge. hemisphere is unable to meet Europany ,
It is a reinforced concrete trass bridge pean requirements heiped to prevent
in four sections, resting en three re- any decided reaction. The close is
net higher.
to
inforced concrete piers. Each of the steady
Shorts in corn found the pit bare of
sections is 60 feet long; and the (sections' were moulded on Oe ground and offerings. Lively competition with
ifterwards lifted into placo on the bulls ensued, the incentive beta? the
''
outlook' for a sharp increase of feed-inipiers.
demand because of 3cvere winter
Not only Is the hrlJire b.t.t;,.! fa
design, said Dr. Lukens, but It i.s to;;;- - weather. The market opened 14
i

'
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ocean-to-ocea-

E. G. Hall, president of
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morning, followed by deputy sheriffs.
Sheriff Roberts of McKlnley county
expects to capture the men by night
it is now believed that robbery was
the motive, but that the men were
frightened at the results of their work.
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to cent up and afterwards showed a
further alvance.
Prices closed firm
to
over
last night
Oats rose with other grain. Sellers
were scarce.
Weakness in provisions contracted
with the strength of cereals. Slow
trade at the yards was the reason.
First sales varied from 2 to 10 cents
off, but there was a subsequent tend
ency to react The last sales were as
follows:

93;
66;

Wheat, May

IIIGHROLLERS

If

SECOND PLACE

!

LEAGUE

BY DEFEATING

THE BASKETTOS-SERLAST NIGHT THEY
CINCH POSITION

July

63.
39.

S

Corn,, May
July
Oats, May 39 14 ; July
The final igame of the boxball tourPork, May $21,80.
nament at the T. M. C. A. between
Lard, May
July $11.27VJ. the Highrollers and the Baskettossera
Ribs, May $11.67; July $11.82. last
night was close and Interesting,

,$lllo7;

as the second place in the tournament

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
was within reach of either. The High-rolle- rs
New York, Feb. 6. Speculation folwon by 39 pins and now have
lowed the narrow channel during the second
place. The last two games- of

morning. Efforts to depress prices at
the outset occasioned little speculation
and attempts to bring on an upturn
were equally unsuccessful. The in
creasing supply at higher prices indi
cated that opportunities were sought
for disposing of stcoks, but this tendency was neutralized by the sustained investment demand. The general
range held near yesterday's close, although Individual stock broke away
from the dead level. New York Central was weak and New Haven strong.
Bonds were irregular.
Buying orders were uncovered when
losses of a point or so had been recorded in many stocks. Fractional rallies threw the market into
lullneas
again, buyers pot being inclined to

the tournament will be prayed tonight
between the Dormdwellers and the
Buzzwagons. This game is creating
interest, as the Buzzwagons have the
chance of talcing down first place over
the Preachers, if they roll in any form
at all.
Score for last nlgnt's games:

prices

1,526
195
184
179

168
177

133
187

146

1G3

558

Baskettossers,

.

White
Stewart
Winters

-

follow

Highrollers,

Tellier
Webb
Smith

u.

The market closed weak. The pace
of the downward movement became
faster when some effect was felt for
the slump In the oil stocks in the outside market. Rock Island shares reached new low levels and some of the
standard issues scored losses of between 1 and 2 points.
The last quotations were:
76
Amalgamated Copper
...107
Sugar.
S&
Atchison .
167
Reading
97Ya
Southern Pacific
162
Union Pacific ...,;.
United States Steel ............ .162
United States Steel, pfd
....Ill

4S5

483

1,437
183 180
186 145
142 175

153
144
179

511

47S

COO

Team Standing

'

To l Pins

Preachers

7,623
7,556
7.473
7,005
6,448

Highrollers
Baskettossor3

Painters

Buzzwagons
Dormdwellers
5,271
Individual averages to date:
19313-15- ;
Hanson, 1921-3- ;
182; oRot, 178; SniHh, 175; Winters, 173
Peterson, 173
Webh,
1721-9- ;
White, 1721-15- ;
Tellier.
168
Ellis, 167
Grinslade, 162;
1551-9- ;
1521-5- ;
Jones,
Stewart,
Brown, 153
DeMarai3, 152
f,
Sells, 143
Anderson, 1471-3- ;
138
133.,
Paice,
FEW CHANGES IN FOOTBALL
Don't forget the big games tonight
New York, Feb. 6. Once again the
between
the Dormdwellers and the
members of the intercollegiate footat 7:30 o'clock.
Buzzwagons
ball rules committee have gathered
in this city to do a little tinkering
with the laws that govern the greatest
TEAMS FLAY
American college sport At this meeting, which will continue over tomorIN CAPITAL' CITi
row, the playing rules will come up
for their annual revision, although
the indications are that whatever
changes are made will be of a minor BOYS' AND GIRLS' AGGREGATIONS
TO CONTEST WITH SANTA
nature. The most important matter
FE HIGHS
to be discussed and acted upon Is the
proposal to number the players. This
Tonight at Santa Fe will occur two
plan was Introduced at the meeting
last year, but was dismissed without basketball games between the teams
serious consideration at that time, of the Santa Fe Hlga school and the
the sentiment being then expressed New Mexico Normal University. The
that It was a matter for each college local teams left this afternoon confito determine for itself and was not a dent of victory. They say they will
subject that could properly be includ carry off the honors.
The games undoubtedly will be fast,
ed in the playing rules. It is believed
now that the proposition of number due to the fact that the two teams
ing the players will be adopted. The of the two institutions are evenly
proposition is regardud as especially matched. The Santa Fe girls' team
reasonable In that it would facilitate won from the local High school dam-eel- s,
while the Normal girls'- team here,
the following of open plays. It Is at
present very difficult to distinguish likewise won from the High school
the players, and such a changes would girla' which practically,, makes the
tend toward a decided improvement, game between Santa Fe and the
contest. The
making it easier both for the officials
In addition to Santa Fe boys lost to the local llfrlx
and the spectators.
this proposition it Is regarded as like school and the Normal boys llkewise-losto the same team. This im
ly that the meeting will take favorable
action on the proposal for the rein the boys' game tonight will be an
statement of the field Judge. The need evenly matched contest.
of such an official has been felt ever
The Normal teams will return noma
since he was done away with several tomorrow. They say they will return
years ago. His reinstr.vament would with two riotorios.
mean less work for, the other officials,
who now have more to watch with the
Tl)9 National Fporfcjsr club of Lo;
a , 't ) "
present complicated tactics than they don will f.) i
can very well attend to.
v
O'Ket fe ail I'm ry Kefn-T
1
in. i.,.iW
ner of the brut wi'.l te pr.
t
t :
the EngH h .! !
A reunion of men ,who j&t.rei bamball '40 years so a?; htJJ' i'Writ'F
'
i
'
V
Jim, Fir
n Arlington, a surnrb vf' Boston. Four in
.
r
1"
taijjig
e
were repre
teen
fell
fast us he 1 1 t 1 f r '
sented at the gntlw-Hnj.:

Le-Noi- r,

Un-glr- o,

5;

2--

Im-ho-

2--

11ML

,

Normal:,-c-

hampionship-

t

1

e

...

rf

i

,

1

old-tim-

1

are a bit
Although the
tbl year,
slow In getting tmilfr-c-ove"auoRer Carriotu ii cwf awt ha will
have all his men la liiw I rfore the
,fj
first cf March.
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of Tracts

Sea

SWSE

19
29
30
33

KENWJi

Twp.
12N
12N
12N
12N

Mer.

Rng.
25B
25E
25E
25E

N.M.

8SW

.

,

Cunningham, Preside
Frank; Springer,

J.

M.

it

f

Vice-Preside-

It has been stated that a man's
stomach is his boiler, his body is his
engine and hia mouth the fire box. Is
your boiler (stomach) in good working order or Is It so weak that it will
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TOR CLASSIFIED

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WML

G.

-

HAYDON

-

-

ADVEP-

-

TISEMENTS
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.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six 'ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisement
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

V

--

ml

Interest PaJd On Deposits
NUMBER,

MAIN

L

Tar Compound In my fam
ily and have sold It in my store and
it never fails to cure." Refuse a sub
stitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
WANTED
Girl for general house
Drug Store. Adv.
work. Mrs. Ike Appell, 1011 Eighth
Adv.
A scald, burn, or severe cut heals
street.
slowly If neglected. The family that
Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown- keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT on hand is always preups
,
That's Foley's Honey and Tar Com- pared for such accidents. Price 25c,
pound. It has the confidence of your 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by CenBUYING TO SAVE MONEY
NICELY furnished room, steam heat
you tral Drug Co. Adv.
ComTar
druggist, who knows it will give
and
Buying Foley's Honey
States-borNessmlth,
W.W.
a
satisfaction.
ed, for rent. 924 Seventh street
pound saves money because just
Subscribe for The Optic.
Ga., says: "I have used Foley's
Phone Main 333.
few doses stops the cough and cold

(If

and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and inflamed surfaces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Honey and

Wanted

OPTIC

E FOR

d

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

9

I

Attorneys-at-La-

bas Vegas.

New Mexi.

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
moderate prices
ioom 1, Center Block, Tel Main U'
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
JONES-BOWEK-

u

23
E. A

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
21 5 E. Central

CO

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

McClures

Arrive

1....
3,.,.

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

7

9.,...

p.

Depart

m.....

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

1:35 p.
6:40 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 p.

a. m
p. m
p. m

P. O. ELK8 Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. ViBitlng brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

For Y OU!
This elegant Rogers'
X Silver Spoon
-i-

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It 's giving you
a present for do
ing something
you cl do tny
way when you
learn how Much

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR realh is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-

OF COLUMBUS, COUN
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel. F. S.
,

-

1

g tainea in

.1

!.

'.L- -.

inn cny

EMPRESS
can be oK.
tuum

ALL GKOCCRS

RETAIL PRICES
lbs., or More,

Each Del very
Each Delivery
Each Delivery
lb.,
Each Delivery
50 lb.,
Lest than 50 Ibe Each Delivery

2,000

lb., to

2,000 lb.,
to 1,000 lbs.
to 200 lbs.,

1,000
200

AG

U A

....
...
...
...

........

20c per 10 ib
25c per 161 Iba.
...30c per 10i Ik
40c per 188 lie.
50o

per

161

lb.

PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Btorers, sad Distributor of Natural Ice, the Purity Iktt
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega famou
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAi AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

$100 REWARD, $100

One
n

Ji

f

iU

PEOnS, MAIN 2

1

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

is

--

s?t?

itstrf

pation.

Adv.

Subscribe for Tbo Optic.
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GREY (STERLING) FINISH

Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Car
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-ly- ;
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-

m,
m.
m.
m.

Cemetery Trustee.

Tears Practical Experience.
W W. BOWERS.
JONES

Professional Health Culture for Ladle

Depart

7:45 p. m,
p. m
11:59 p. m.
p. m
2:30 a. m.
a. m
2:00 p. m
p. m
West Bound

cordially Invited.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hon

.

7:20
11:54
2:25
No. 10.... 1:35

L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
fourth Thursday evening eacl
FOR SALE Two good cottages, 50
"
feet front, excellent location, both month at W. O. W. hall. Visitinj-brothercordially Invited. Howard 1
rented. A good Investment. Act
quick. Cutler Brothers, 614 Lincoln Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
avenue. Telephone Main 124.
1. 0. of B. B.
Meets every first Tub
FOR SALE Bronze turkeys at popu day of the month in the vestry room
lar prices. Phone Purple 5621 of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock i
m. Visiting brothers are cordially li
Jose A. Baca.
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har Greenclay, Secretary.
ness. Cheap If taken at once. Ad
dress S., care of Optic.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brother!,
FOR SALE Choice, bright, baled oat Love at Woodmen ol the World hal.
straw, in carload lots or otherwise. on the second and fourth, Monday i o
Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. Vi
Visltim
Local Deputy.
Montague,
A.TTOKNKY8
members are especially welcone a"'

ii

f

...

Far 'Sale

mm hoc

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

East pound
Arrive

month at Masonic
e? Temple at 7:80 p. m. p, No. 2.
.
,
AM
a. Bnnegar,
No. 4
tt, r.;
No. 8
Blood, Secretary.

FOR RENT Cottage In desirable KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
neignoornood, newly painted, pa
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street on the
Low
rate.
electric
pered,
lights.
first and third Mondays of each
Phone Purple 5301.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
O. L. Flers
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Ladies always welcome.
D.
A.
Finanman,
President;
Tillman,
comfortable, furnished
employed,
room; no .health seekers, phone cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Teputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Purple 5301.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

m GET

NA

LOCAL TIME CARD

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meets every Monday
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No.
brethren cordially invited to attend. No.
J. Frtedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,

For Rent

r
SUBSCR

BROTHERHOQO

102 Meets every
Regular comMonday night'a
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenae el
in 8 o clocki Visiting members are un
third Thursday
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. Q. Wertz, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; 3. T. Buhler, Secretary: O. K
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily. Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordialKNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- Tnea- ly invited to at.tjnd. C. N. Douglas,
t'Sajiar conclave
In
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.
each
Ma
month
at
day
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
corder.

.Treasurer

not stand a full load and not able tosupply the needed energy to your englne (body)? It you have any itoudib
with, your stomach Chamberlain's Tablets will do you good. They strength
en and Invigorate the etomacn ana
enable it to do its work naturaiiy.
Many very remarkable cures or stomach trouble have been effected by
them. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

St

.

M.

,

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In

President
President
...Vice

D. T. HOSKINS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
A.

.ft

'0

i at

SHORT ORDERS AN D RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS pBTAINAHLK ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

H. W. KELLY

How U Your Boiler?
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY,

N. M.

N.M.
N.M.
Comprising a total area of 200 acres.
All persons wishing to protest
tigainst selection by the State of New
Mexico of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
against the said selection In this of
fice on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
Register.

NE'ZSE14

y

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

ty

IDescription

6, 1914.

i

(.DEPARTMENT OF THE iNTERlOR
United States Land Office
Tueumr-arlN. M., January 22, 1914.
'
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN: That
tie State of New Mexico, under and

virtue of the act of Congress approved June 20, 1910, hereby makes
application for the within describe!
;nuiijrorriated, unreserved, and
publlo lands, for the benefit
of the University. Said lands being
situated in the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more particularly, described as foilows,
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Elegant Stranger, Said to Be a Priest,
Got Her Rare Books and
Disappeared.

Paris. A man named Poipon, said
to have been a priest at one time, had
been arrested on r. charge of being
concerned in matrimonial swindles.
A month ago a wealthy widow met
frith an automobile accident and an
elegantly dressed man, who said he
bad been an officer, took her to a cafe
tor refreshment. She fell in love with
him and consented to marry him. He
introduced her to Poipon as his cousin.
A week later the
told his
fiancee he had been appointed to a
blgh position in Morocco and he aekefl
that the marriage might be celebrated
toon. He proposed selling the lady's
furniture and sending to Morocco in
advance her fine collection of rare
books. She accepted and the books
were packed up and taken away by
the "bridegroom." That is the last
that was heard of him for some time,
but it was afterward found that he
old the rare books.
was arrested, but. be
The
professes his innocence, saying that
he himself was the victim of the other

VALUE

IN

Is

a Beautiful Land of Immense
less Plains, Great Rivers, Lovely
Lakes Deep Forests and Most
Magnificent Mountains.

End-

London. Although tourist in Hungary haVe discovered mineral springs
and baths whose waters contain medicinal properties, they have not yet invaded the charming country districts.
Not far from the fashionable hotels
and sanitariums, are queer, quaint little villages never seen by travelers of
the beaten path.
it is a beautiful country of immense
ondless plains, great rivers, lovely
lakes, deep forests and magnificent
mountains. Since 1001 it has been an
independent sovereign state and a
kingdom, over which at present his
majesty, the Emperor Franz Joseph,
le king. His subjects include 9,000,000
Magyars, light and handsome, who
the fertile plains; 5,000,000 Slavs
in the outlying districts and Croatia;
'

y
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6, 1914.
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DISCONTENT
SET

Writer Finds Fault With the Celebrat.
ed Advice That Was Given by
Benjamin Franklin.

THE

"Dripping."

What is dripping?
Dripping, as everybody knows, is
the staple food of the young British
litterateur. George Giesing and his
heroes all fed on bread and dripping
till success smiled on them. George
Moore was once a drippinglte.
The
poet, Alfred Noyes, was said to resort
to dripping when his poems had bad

to your expenses. If you manage to
live on what you make, you will never
be spurred to better performances."
Thte is the advice given by a San
Franciscan who has made good. And
why not? It seems heresy, but it is
not, when you come to think it over.
Take the clerk on $1,200 or $1,800 a
year. If he ia one of those carefully
restrained men, keeping not only his
expenses hut his wants well within
his meager income, he will remain
a clerk all his lire; die wun that
same Income in his old age. The man
who has wants beyond his Income to
gratify, if he has any merit In him,
will hustle to bring in the dollars that
be needs. Maybe he does not actually
wish to live on a better scale than he
Is living, but wishes to save for in
vestment or for a rainy day. He must
lift his revenue or live a
existence, or run into debt be
yond his ability to pay. He becomes
ambitious and more industrious, more
ingenious, an abler man all round.
They say that contentment is better
than riches, but contentment is a
brake on progress. It is the discontented men who bestir themselves to
get what they hanker for, and usually
get it. A. H. D., in the San Francisco

luck.
Yes, everybody knows that dripping
is supposed to be the juicee, the savory essences, that fall from roasting

meats.
That Is the supposition. But what
really is dripping the dripping that
the poor of England buy by the pound
and smear upon their bread in lieu
of butter?
x
The question, perhaps, will never be
answered, but a partial solution le
given to it by the fact that a London
poorhouse recently bought at $7 a ton
32 tons of dripping from a soap

hand-to-mout- h

works.
Alfred Noyes used to tell

.

a dripping

story.
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he would begin,
"complained bitterly about the bread
Roumani,000,000
and dripping that formed his daily
STOLEN JAM COSTS $7,000 ans on the hills and mountains; 2,000,-)0- 0
breakfast.
Germans on the edges of the Cart
" 'It'll kill me,' he whined at last 'I
Servant Girl Gets Verdict for Blow pathians and TransyivauU; 1,000,000
know it'll kill me.'
Received When 8he Reproved
nixed races, a large part of which are
"Kill you? What do you mean?"
"
News-LetteBoy for the Theft
" 'Why, I've been feeling bad lately,
gypsies or Jews.
There is plenty of room everywhere
and now I know it's all this dripping
New York. A verdict of $7,000 dam- tnd everything ie far apart A church, ANIMAL THAT NEVER DRINKS what's the cause of the trouble.
I
boy in inn, and a few rows of neat little
ages against a thirteen-year-olread it In a book.'
lute been returned by a Jury before louses make up the villages. Some of
"'Some pure food rubbish, I dare
Not a Drop Ever Passes the Brazilian
Supreme Court Justice Cohalan, and the very best residences are surround-;- d
And what, precisely, did you
Lives on
say!
Lips
Porcupine's
t,
d
(he court refused to set aside the
by specious grounds and a
read in this vile bodk, silly?'
Bark and Leaves.
The plaintiff wag Anna White, a
fence. Many of the cottages are
"T read,' whined the urchin, 'that
"tenant employed in the family of fainted 111 pale yellow ochfe and have
An animal that never drinks has ar- constant dripping wears away a
archl-tect foofs of brownish-gra- y
Walter B. Chambers, a wealthy
tiles. A blue rived in London. Undoubtedly it is stone.'"
at 109 Broad street, who lives at band about two feet wide Is painted the first and only one,
and all London
h
161 East
street She sued ground It Just below the eves, and is is
to see it Naturally such a
rushing
CAT AN EXPERT "FISHERMAN"
his son Walter for $25,00p on the itencilled by the women with red and
curiosity is confined in the zoo.
ground that three years ago he struck Drange fruit and flowers'. A narrower
beast' it is! No
"Wot a
ner in the breast when she reproved plain blue stripe surrounds the bottom wonder its hun'appy
bristles stick out like that," Has Learned Meaning of Line In
tiim because he was helping himself to jf the walls. This color denotes that
Water, and Has the Patience of
remarks a man who has just drawn
bm in the pantry. Her testimony che occupants are of Slavonic descent
the Perfect Angler.
of his hand across his mouth.
back
the
Bhowed that cancer developed from Sypsies use yellow Instead of blue.
do look drier than me Sunday
"'E
the boy's blow.
The gable end of the house is usualCats are known to be fond of fish,
assented his companion.
As the boy will have no property ly next to the road, and stretches back 'at,"
it is not every cat that is willing
but
newuse
the
Temperance advocates
from which the judgment can be colto go out and catch enough fresh fish
long distance into a yard, where comer to
a
adorn
a
and
moral
point
In a small arch
lected until after he is of legal age, there is a draw-wel"Behold the lesson that he to furnish his own meal and supply
tale.
the plaintiff will be compelled to wait over the doorway may be seen a pic teacheth! Never a
table with the
drop passes his the family breakfast
for some years, unless the judgment ture of the Madonna. It is not customexists in
an
animal
food.
Such
same
men
in
were
there
Would
that
(a settled in his behalf before that ary to knock before entering
any lips.
and
dally
however,
Miami,
Fla.,
London that could say as much!"
house or room, and all doors contain
time.
watches a hand line which his owner
this
to
seen
whether
be
remains
It
so much glass that there is very little
cork
Brazilian tree porcupine will take to places In the water. When the
office of
to
dashes
the
cat
the
bobbles
PORT OF LAMBETH NOW GONE privacy even in bed chambers.
he
now
has
been
that
separated
The small homes are Immaculately di'ink
sets up
from his South American habitat and an amusement company and
a
there
is
neat
and
clean
and
usually
a loud mewing. Following the cat's
chill
purand
to
the
Depicts Favorite Walk of Late George green-tilegloomy
brought
stove. Tables, chairs and
line
does demand footsteps to the place where the
Tlnworth, an Eminent Eng- boxes are richly carved in old native lieus of London. If he
is on duty
whoever
been
has
dropped,
ish Sculptor.
choose?
he
will
what
Maybe
designs. Strips of handsomely em- drink,
at the office hauls in the fish to the V,
will surbroidered linen done in indigo blue or some of the curious visitors
tuneful purring of the proud and satLondon. The above sketch of a
ale
hira
little
a
with
ply
reptitiously
paprika red, often hang from the raftmonths ago the cat
part of Lambeth now gone depicts one ers or on the walls. The towns are pa- or gin or some other Loudon beverage isfied cat. Some
on the dock when a fish
to
be
chanced
that
animal
to
an
see
of the favorite walks of the late' Mr. trolled at
effect
upon
its
night by watchmen who are
his
has never had a drop of anything to was pulled in. He learned that and
George Tlnworth. Tire eminent sculp-to- r
favorite food came from the water
was a deeply religious man, and
drink.
Brazil this animal was caught on the end of a line
had a fondness for the old building
Lji his native
!
bark
and leaves of Since that any line with one end in
feeds
shown in the illustration. Locally it
the
upon
4
on the dock has
was known as "Buny.in's Mission,"
trees, and the natives are very fond the water and one
to
nd Mr. Tlnworth evidently cherished
of its flesh. It has a prehensile tail, been a source of unfailing interest
v'-ythe cat. The cat's patience would put
which serves as a fifth hand.
the tradition that at one period Hun- the renowned Izaak Walton to shame,
for he will spend hours sitting by a
Fire Worshipers.
"
:'
::.!:
..'V
line without stirring. Sometimes the
r
:::;;:" ..
are
called
The Parsees of Bombay
cat will sit, by the side of a fisherman
the "fire worshipers" of the east be- and will tell his human companion oy
'V "?yiiy-iyw;cause they held in great reverence the hi3
mewing when a fish is beginning
fire they brought with them from Perto nibble at the bait before the fisheri
'
beto
allowed
v
it
.v
sia and have never
:f:t.n
man has suspected that the bait Is
'.
;
come extinguished in their temples;
'
dallied with.
r
y
and because they worship the sun as being
.'
'
life.
of
author
t
the
King's Grapevine.
The Parsees have always held aloof
The great vine at Hampton court v..
from other people and are famed for
IK"
their commercial ability. As a conse- palace is a slip off one at Valentines,m
which was planted
quence of this ability they are the near Wanstead,
wealthiest, most cultured and influ- 1758. Owing to its roots having peneis
ential class in Bombay. So numerous trated the bed of the river, which
I ! 'I - V
I i
are they that Bombay has been called only 60 feet from the end of the
i
vinehouse, the Hampton court vine
the "city of Parsees.''
J-'- ,
The religion of the Parsees is one grew with extraordinary rapidity. In
of the ancient religions of the world, 180020 years after it was plante- dTypical Hungarian Villaqe.
and' was the religion of Persia 'when its main branch was 114 feet long.
IH.'i. 1
obliged constantly to blow a long, low that country was second in power of
Now its branches cover a space of
note to prove beyond doubt that they the four
2,300 square feet, but the principal
of the
empires
great
re not asleep!
branch only stretches 90 feet the
Persia, Greece, Home.
Had the
Everybody dresses elaborately In a
the re- length of the vinehouse.
a
In
many
particulars
great
riot of vivid colors, the difierent vilwould
vine
to
the
nearer
cornea
been
house
enlarged
Parsees
the
of
ligion
lages clinging to different styles,
Oriental probably cover four times as much
other
than
any
Christianity
'(meant women of A gram wear snowy faith.
space. Aa it is, the vines at Cumber
linen made with many pleats; jackets
land lodge, Manresa house,
i
and sleeves are richly embroidered in
and Sillwood park, Sunnlnghill
Maids.
Old
to
Advice
lino
the
red and orange; purple
drapes
it; while the one at Kinne'
are orna"It wouid be most blessed for old surpass
head. In Zsdjar bodices
the largest' in
Ereadalbane
house,
mented with broad bands of gold and maids to go to a home for orphans Great Britain Covers nearly twice as
silver embroidery; eleeves being of ;m,l n,ln:,t hrlirht children who are
Bunyan's Mission.
great a superficial1 area.
whito linen with crimson at the patterns of good," eaid the Kev. Dr.
o
ho
rector
Tomkins
W.
lioiy
shoulders. Girls go bareheaded with Flnvd
fan lectured in the building, and
Canals of the World.
used resularly to wend his way from hair oiled down tight and flat. Fas- Trinity Episcopal church of Phila
China has kd the world in the mat
He was delivering an aadelphia.
the embankment through the arch- tened to the back of the head is a
sash which separates dress at New Castle, Del., at the cor tor of canal making, and to this day
way to his studio at Doulton's. In the to-colored
laying of the Sunday school stands fast among tlio nations for th
background is seen the church of St into thre.o btreamers that pass beneath,
skillful utilization of her inland water
the waist band and reach to the knees. hall of Iiwnanuel Episcopal cnurcn.
,
Mary's, Lambeth.
One great canal maintains
with Dr. Tomkins was the principal orator ways.
On their feet are block
between Peking and
attended
were
eommunication
which
thf
at
heels.
exercises,
DEER : WASHINQT0N TCV?J fancy
bv 3,000 persons. He said:
Canton, a distance of 1,200 miles, and
FOR KITTEN
'It would likewise be blessed for the total extent of the canals of China
Two Other GIRL GIVES LIFE
Kills
Jailor
County
nil ntiilrilnsa neonle of this place to is move than 5,000 miles. Russia own
Hunters Also Eag Game in
canal in the world, ex
Voung Child Killed In Front of Street adont children and thereby brighten the longest
'
Limits of Burg.
St. Petersburg to the
heed
Take
homes.
from
their
and
to
tending
Car When Brushing Pet
gladden
at once and you will do great good." Chinese frontier, a distance of 4,4
Safety.
seaMontesano, Wash. The hunting
Wilmington (Del.) Dispatch to the miles, and also the second longest, cov
son Is on ia Chehalis county, and some
enNew
York Sun.
ering 1,431 miles between Astrachan
ft
In
New York.
desperate
excellent bags of game have been reand St. Petersburg. As regards num
which
kitten
small
save
to
a
deavor
Jailported. Hank Hlldebrant county
bers of separate canals, Holland
In
car
on
jtrftckB
had
the
wandered
German
Empire.
The
er, killed two fine deer within the city Front
claims precedence, but her total mile
run
from
of
being
street, Brooklyn,
Germany
Since 1871 all the states
limits of Montesano, while other huntage of inland waterways is only 93
car,
down by a Fifth avenue trolley
form an "external union for the pro
ers report getting the limit.
miles.
five years old, of 5
Tessie
care
of
Calabra,
the
and
realm
tection of the
The bags of ducks and pheasants
of
the
car,
In
ran
Front
front,
street,
the welfare of the German people.
were not large, there being very few
the animal aside and was her For legislative purposes, under the era
What His Fee Was For.
ducks in the lower harbor as yet. brusA
killed.
over
run
self
was
as
always boasting about hi
instantly
of
He
two
house
are
are
as
neror
head,
Chinese pheasants in the valleys
one day employed
Teesie and other little girls were
and
fedancestors
the
of
house
sembly, the upper
quite plentiful and the game wardn9
home with sev- erated
eenealozist to hunt them up. In due
the individare exceedingly active, endeavoring to playing in front of her
representing
states,
eral kittens which were born recently ual states, and the lower house, or time the connoisseur of pedigrees rc
prevent game violations.
to the Calabra family cat. One of the
turned and was cordially received b
The former
out of Tesste's "Reichstag." to our senate,corresponds
animals
little
jumped
hia patron.
while
the
Eight Policemen to Arrest One Man.
the street and sat directiy very closely
"So you have succeeded In tracii
our house of repreNew York. Eight policemen, called lap, ran into
resembles
latter
a moment's
What Is you
back my ancestors.
while theoretito arrest Frit Milch, who weighs 300 in front of a car. Without
sentatives.
Germany,
amid the warning
hesitation
Tessie,
win-lofee?"
is
in
substance
and
a
a
found
him surveying
monarchy,pounds,
cries of her companions,1 leaped to he r cally
Two hundred do!!ar-i.as democratic a country ps
glass through which he had
into the street to save her practice
ran
and
feet
that high?" objected the f
"Isn't
hurled a fiat iron. It required the full
there is on earth. The emperor
The car, which was going at a
strength of the "cops" to arrest Milch. pet. rate of speed, was upon her be-- ! knows very weil that it ia no longer tron. "What's that for?".
'Principally.' responded the
Fritz says his neighbors made faces high
feet after by "divine right" but; by the riylit of nine.
could retrain
he bits at the lu ad.
it him when he vent for a can of fore sheshoved
that
it "fur kcopir.3 quiet abo
the
people
to
k5U.
Che
Bitot?,,
kttviBg
taora."
feeer.
.....
man.
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EOY TO THINKING

Youngster Had Fears as to the Effects
of His Constant Diet of

Has Been an Independent Coun- "Don't keep your expenses down to
your income. Bring your Income up
try Since Year 1001.
i
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MUTUAL MOVIES

Afternoon and evening gowns. ?10
and up. Mrs. Dav.is, 414 Columbia.

BRIDGE STREET

Chickens
Premium Hams

Tomatoes
New Turnips
New Carrots
New Green Onions
Spinach
Parsley ; ;

Lluhiil Chili Cheese

Celery
Beets

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
America Rye at the
The Royal Neighbor
Opera Bar. Adv.
will hold a meeting tonight In the W.
O. W. hall. All members are urged
DO NOT BUY IT
to be present..
A robbery was committed In Albuquerque Tuesday night and the thief
A marriage license was Issued this
managed to get aways with a number
morning at the court house to Maria of articles which may be sold at other
Angelica Sandoval, aegd 18, and Felix places. For this reason. Chief of PoPadilla, aged 21, both of Las Manue-lita- lice Ben Coles this morning stated
that all local dealers In clothing and
second hand goods should keep a lookJulian Herrera of La Liendre and out for clothing offered to them for
Anastacio Rael y Apodaca of Anton-chi- co sale by; strangers.
this morning applied at the court
The place robbed at the Duke City
house for $2 each, as bounty upon was the Graham tailor shop, and the
coyotes killed by them.
goods stolen were two overcoats, one
a long black coat with the name Roy
Lieutenant Governor fl C. de Baca McDonald printed on the inside of
will leave Sunday for Santa Fe where the collar;
and the other a black
he will officiate as governor during coat trimmed in fur. A number of
the absence of Governor McDonald, rolls of suit material were taken.
who left today for Washington, D. C,
on business.

A

Freish

Sealshipt Oysters
"Selects" for Slews
"Counts for Frying"
Turkeys
i

AT THE

Light automobile lamps at 6:03
o'clock this evening.

Si

5

6, 1914.

PROGRAM TONIGHT

i

i

4

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

Adv.

Finch's Golden Weddtnrg Rya, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Turnips
Carrots $
Parsnips

v

Dry Onions
Cabbage
Rutabagas

Jonathan
Good Cooking Apples
Navel Oranges

Cranberries

Florida Grapefruit
California Grapefruit
Bananas
Lemons

Dill Pickles

STEAfLBIS STORE

MO

PRICE OF BUTTER

BLANKET

--

D01

n

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

to be
very Women Isa Proud
baker. It is a

I

na-

good

.".-'- .

"

iV.ii),7il

in,m

if

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
If it may be termed a science

must

include a means of presenting

The

Science of
Selling

Farms

the

needed.
When in use as a tractor
two large wheels are used in the front
and two in the rear, but when needed
for rolling the front wheels are transformed into one roller.
The tractor is supposed to equal
the power of 12 horses, but the com

mission is buying the machine under
the one condition that It will fill the
requirements for road work in this
county.

PRINCIPAL SPEAKER

class in the southwest use the

OPT T3 J

WANT COLUMNS

m!

El

::

the price of the Ford JF. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and par"
ticulars from
v
$615 is

1
!

I'

LAS VEGAS

F0I0

SALES CO.

Phons Vegas 424

OF

HE WILL ADDRESS MEETING
THE UNIVERSITY CLUB
TONIGHT

1

The University cwfe will hold its
regular fortnightly meeting this evening at the y. M. C. A. Judge E. V.
Long 'will be the principal speaker.
Hia subject will be "Judicial Decisions and Popular Opinion." Judge
Long, having once He'etf'tJhief ''justice
of the New Mexico supreme court' and
having practiced law for many years,
is in a position to handle this subject
admirably from the standpoint of a
jurist and practicing attorney. The
club expects his address to be highly
'
interesting. Following the addresb
there will be an informal discussion.
Any persons Interested are invited to
be present.

'

,

!j!

i

Everything comes to him
who waits except success.
Fords are chosen by men who
"get there" by men who demand a dependable car that's
always "on the job." They
choose the Ford because of its
splendid record for consistent
service.

'

;

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

fi

JUDGE LONG WILL BE

The cast of the Elks' minstrel show
is getting down to hard work. Much
talent. Is being shown and there Is no
IS COMING
doubt, .buti tMt the performance will
score a big hit,, when it is staged. The
date probably will be fixed for about
HOUSEWIVES WILL BE PLEASED
the nineteenth of February,
TO LEARN THE NEWS FROM
THE STORES
1:15
Yesterday afternoon about
O'clock a street car of the Las Vegas
The most interesting news for the
Traction company, in charge of Motor-mathis week is the sudden
housewife
blocked
was
Goerge Laemmle,
near the State Hospital for the Insane drop that has taken effect in the price
when it ran into a sand drift. Traffic of butter and eggs, two of the most
necessary products known to the Amwas delayed only a short time.
erican home. Fresh butter is selling
PREACHERS WILL SMILE
The Modern Woodmen of America at 35 cents a pound while the other
New
to
25
York, Feb. 6. Thirteen memthat
classes
from
on
range
to
figure
be held
at their 'next meeting,
"chicken trust,"
in bers of the
cents
have
a
Eggs
dropped
pound.
a
will
elect
delegate
evening,
Monday
as
otherwise
known
the New York
too.
to the state camp, which will be held price,
The markets are laden with good Live Poultry Dealers' association, conId Roswell on May 6. It is important
that every member be present at this things for Sunday dinner. Vegetables victed of restraining trade in New
a York city, must go to jail. Their apmeeting. There will also be several are numerous and now and then
summer vegetable of dainty quality peal was denied in a decision handed
candidates for adoption,.
appears and is rapidly disposed of down today by the appellate division,
The recent reduction of rates by the when the housewife appears Saturday and their sentences of three months
in prison and fines of $500 each were
Wells Fargo Express company has morning. Fruits likewise are abundsustained. The higher court found
and
winter
is
the
that
fruits,
ant;
of
business
a
decided
increase
caused
for this corporation, the rates In prices remain practically stationary. the defendants were In a pool which
Frequently people are heard remark- controlled 90 per cent of the poultry
many cases are even cheaper than the
Veshipped to New York and destroyed
parcel post. During the past week ing that the cost of living In Las
The case against them
is
of
that
competition.
7
gas,
groceries,
especially
has ben carrySanta Fe train No.
was prosecuted under the state
ins: extra cars to accommodate this urisually high, but investigation has
law.
traffic and eatbound trains have been proved that products are no higher in
in
in
this
other
the
than
places
city
equally heavy.
'
west. Denver is supposed to be a
VAUDEVILLE AT THE
The High School Giee club is prac- cheaper .city1 in which to live than Las
market
shows
there
the
ticing hard for the operetta "The Vegas and yet
sold
BROWNE CONTINUES
Egyptian' Princess," wnlch will be giv- the same class of products as
en a week from this evening at the in Las Vegas at practicaly the same
Duncan opera house. It is expected prices. The careful housewife and
that a large audience will be present, the one who uses science in her buy PERFORMANCES WILL BE GIVEN
as the High school plays always have ing undoubtedly will find that through
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW
NIGHT
proved excellent, many of them being careful observation and the watching
better than several of the productions of advertisements she can purchase
foodstuffs as reasonably here as In
The vaudeville show at the Browne
put on by the professional actors.
any other city in this part of the coun theater last night pleased two large
audiences. Verna and her minstrel
H. B. Overstreet, a member of the try.
maids were the especially appreciatCumberland Construction company of
ed performers. Their songs were
Chicago who is examining the Las
catchy, their dancing good and their
Vegas Irrigation project, accompanied TRACTOR TO BE USED
jokes of a late vintage. Verna demonby R. A. Morley, a real estate promotstrated her ability to dance the tango
er of Chicago and formerly of Las Ve- IN BUILDING ROADS iu a wide
variety of figures. This
as, spent today examining the dam
and other works partially completed.
part of the program was enjoyed by
No statement has been made by Mr. COUNTY HIGHWAY COMMISSION the devotees of the modern dance. The
show was given in connection with
Overstreet concerning the possibility
ORDERS A VALUABLE PIECE
three reels of moving pictures and
of his company undertaking the com
OF EQUIPMENT
was well worth the price. Smllira propletion of the project.
will ibe given t6iVfght and to- ':- "
The San Miguel county road commis grams
..OW if
'" o''-'",morrow night.
(Civi, Epginecp; George E. Morrison sion this morning announced that an
and
the
has completed
plans
specifi order has been placed with the Charles
cations for the paving, curbing and Ilfeld company for a tractor to be
guttering of Bridge street. These used In road grading in this county, DIXIES PLEASE ALL
show that the improvement to be and also in the city when it is need
made on this "neck of the bottle" thor- ed. This tractor is propelled by either
HEAR THE!
oughfare of Greater ,Las Vegas is to gasoline or oil and. Is made by the Inhe extensive. The West side council ternational Harvester, company, i The
will meet early next week, according tractor will arrive In
Vegas prob- BATCH OF TESTIMONIALS
FOR
to Mayor Lorenzo Deigado, to author- ably within the next month, or as soon
THE TALENTED
NEGRO
ize the clerk to advertise for bids. as It can be shipped from Chicago.
ENTERTAINERS
The Bridge street property owners are
With this addition to the equipment
in
the
to
enthused
paving and of the commission much good work is
regard
The Dixie Quintette, which will apare urging haste, that the work may expected. According to the agent the pear ait the Duncan
opera house Monbe begun at once. Several new build- tractor will ,crown a
road in day evening as the third number on
ings are to be erected on the street two trips. This will be done by the the Y. M. C. A. Lyceum course, has
use of two scrapers attached to the been pleasing many audiences
during the spring.
during
machine. The effect will be, not only the fall and ,winter tour. Following
Fielding's picture "The Man From to build roads but also to maintain are several late "testimonials" to the
the West," which was shown last night them and keep them tree from gulleys merit of the troupe:
at the Photoplay theater for the last and other defects.
Reno, Nevada, Dec. 20.
The tractor is so built that It may
time, was regarded by many as one
Seldom if ever (has such perfect
of his Ibest productions. All of Field- be transformed into a roller whenever harmony been heard at the Majestic
ing's pictures are perfection in their
theater as that produced by the Dixie
class, but Las Vegans have been anxt
Quintette last night, in the second atous for some time to see the popular
traction of the Y. M. C. A.'s seasons
VAULT
AND CESSPOOL
actor in some ''less morbid role. In
entertainment.
The colored singers
other words, they wanted to see him
attracted a large audience and were
"get the best of it" once. "The Man
rewarded with numerous encores durFrom the West" is admirable in this
ing the program.
Those desiring work done
regard. It, shows that Mr. Fielding Is
Louis Johnson as baritone and read'
will please call on or phone
er was easily the star of the company
just as competent in a drawing room
wene as bo is when tearing out his I
A. W. Patterson,
and bis interpretation of Dunbar's
hair or committing suicid". Las V
works was a revelation. The equal
fans hate to see him as the villain or I Las Vp;as Tracker Co.
of John Turner, as a bass singer has
i 523
V p w;in who gets it in the neck all
not been heard in this vicinity, his
Sixth Street
Phone Main 43
1J;a time.
rendition of "Old Black Joe" being
;

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

Reliance.

Key stone.

s.

Sour Pickles, Sweet Pickles

feature drama.

two-re-

of

I

Fancy Table Apples
Roman Beauties
Colorado Orange
Paraxon

"GIOVANNI'S GRATITUDE,"
"THE CHAMPION," Comedy

wmmnimmimmm,

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallct Reynolds, Cashier.
,

t ff

f

E. D. Raynolds, Vice

President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, SICO.OCO;' Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

interest Pzsd an

Tiez:o

Ucpasiis

Mill ll

ii

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK

DONE AT OUR SflCP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

GOAL MH O
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

,-

SWASTIKA COAL
W HOLE SALE- - AND R E TA I L
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CLEANING

quite a feature. The tenor was en- ed long after 10. Nearly every numthusiastically encored for his solos. ber was encored. In a word, they took
Williams, the banjo soloist, was excel- fine. Everybody liked them.
lent. Many humorous sketches were
II. M." McPADDEN.
created
which
the
quintette
given by
much amusenement.
Pasco, Wash. Nov. 28.
The Dixie Quintette appeared before
a packed house here last night and
Elko, Nevada, Jan. 5.
The Dixie Quintette was with us the Pa&co supporters are enthusiastic
December 23. They were certainly over their program. The local comgreat individually and collectively. mittee is very anxious to lay a strong
They delighted a large house and each foundation for future work and the
number was thoroughly applauded and Dixie Quintete was a ,blg help. Their
appreciated. I am certain now thait production of the old time colored reour course will be successful.
ligious service is the best thing I have
BERTHA C. KNEMYER.
heard by colored performers. And
their entire program is up to the Red-pat- h
Rosyln, Wash., Nov. 8.
slandaxd, which means above the
The Dixies gave us a clean, happy average standard. E. A. HUNGER,
program. Our house was crowded Pastor First Congregational Church.
and the people would gladly have stayed an hour or more longer to hear
Del Norte, Colo., Jan. J 5.
them. We would be glad to have them
The Dixies gave us a great
B. G. MITCHELL.
last night. I should thinlc
again.
they fully sustained their reputation
as superior entertainers.
Junction City, Ore., Nov. 10.
Everybody
The Dixie Quartette was great. The was delighted with the projrram.
and
continu
concert began about 8:15
A. DABSCHNEIt.
enter-tainme-

